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Increased wO!,k on another publication has compelled the un-
dersigned to sever his connection with the EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY. 
The shillelah has done its work, and it is heleby quietly and ten 
derly laid away. I J. MAHONY. 
This is the fir~t issue of the WEEKLY (weekly edition) since June 
17, the beginning of the summer vacation. It will be published 
weekly fI:om this date till the holiday vacation. 
An extra large edition of this issue has been printed. It will be 
sent to subscr.jbers for the various editions and to non-subscribels. 
Hereafter the monthly editions will appear the first week of the 
month instead of the last. 
The publishers take pleasure in announcing the growing pros-
perity and brightening prospects of the WEEKLY. We did 110t 
begin this enterprise without counting its probable cost; and 
we have pursued our way under th~ diffiC'llties that necessarily 
attend the establishment of an educational journal, in the confi-
nent belief that the teachers of the West would not allow our 
. efforts , to fail. 
The general editorial management has been placed in the 
hands of a writer who will discuss in a catholic spirit, and 
yet with candor and courtesy, thf! various questions that interest 
the educational public. 
Under its new management, the 'WEEKLY will strive to reflect 
that phase of educational thought which may be characterized as 
the scientific or the philosophical. There is now in procl'ss of 
rapid development, especially in the West, a marked tendency 
to discuss disputed questions of school policy in the light of some 
estllblished principle. Teachers are becoming thinkers, and for 
the validity of their methods they are loo~ing less to precedent 
and traditi'on and more to fundamental doctrines. Tbe time , . . 
has come to organize this phase of thought, to give it a voice, 
and to communicate its teachings. ' 
We shall still give a large place to current educational intelli-
gence, to the most approved methods of school!room practice, 
and to the literature of teaching. Our purpose, in a word, is to 
make the WEEKLY the best educational journal on the continent. 
We shall strive to deserve the support of the intelligent and' pro-
gre5sive teachers of the West, and we-think it is not a vain hope ' 
that our efforts will be sustained. . 
Now that the pclitician is lifting up his ' voiCe in the conveti-
tion and on the stump, it is well to recollect that the salvation 
of the country depends far less upon the triumph '.If party, than 
upon the transformation of cll'lracter that is silent!y t;tking place 
in the ~ cnool a . ~d by the fireside. The greatest obstacle to free 
government is th.~ prevale,;ce-:-,f tLe moo 'spirif ,-that spirit which 
robs men of their individuality, . mulds them into ar.. unthinking, 
:;lupid aggregate, and thu3 makes them ~he fit tools of political 
trick~ry. The disintegration of ·mobs ca,n take place only by 
makmg the art of accurate, ind ~p:~nden~ thinking a 'univeisal 
accomplishment. When men learn to do th~ir own thinking, 
and, withal, think accurately, the goverlllpent may safe~y be en-
trusted to the hands of the sovereign people. 
Every subject, however 'elementary, may be taught in such a 
manner ns to inculcate the habit of exact thinking; and there is 
no subject, however exalted in itself, that Uta)' lIot be so stupidly 
taught as to have no determinate edl1cational value. Spell.ng 
may be made an easy introduction to the ait of classification, the 
very basis of the logical process; and it has been observed by a , 
French author) that, <fto secur.:: correctnes~ of judgment and 
s':·tindness of reason, nothing is more valuable than the critical 
s~udy of the sen~e alJd acceptation of words." Teaching that 
does not stimulate thought is val ~eless; and that teaching is best 
which does most to induce in the m:nd of the people the habit 
01 ~xact thinking. This high art is within the compass of aU 
grade~ of teaching. The humblest country school may be a very 
mental gymnasium; while the titJed college professor may wholly 
miss <:ne of the highest ends of the teaching art. 
. In the last analysis, the political problem is an educational 
questi:)n; and the men and women who are doing most for the 
coming glory of our country are they who are patielJtly thinking 
out the problem of universal education. ~o assembly, civil or' 
religious, has more valid claims up~m the' r('spect and gratitude 
of the country than the National Ass::ciation, lately assemblea 
at Chautauqua. 1 he motives that called thesr: men and women 
from all sections ot the Union, at large personal expense, must 
haVf.~ been largely patriotic; for it is difficult to see what direct 
personal adva .. tage could ,be expected from such a confe_'l!nc(', ' 
~ave a . feeling of greater self-respect at the prospect :Jf perform-
mg a higher quality of work in the future. The real beneficia. 
ries are the people, whose culture will be broaden~d and deepened 
through the growing perfecti~n of th~ pub1ic i;chool. ' . 
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This body of teachers was eminently representative. The fore-
most men and women in every department" of school work were 
in attendance. The primary school, the kindergarten, the high 
school, the college, the university, the normal school, the indus-
trial school, each had its claims and its interests patiently con-
s'dered, and 'each was strengthened by seeing its recognized ' 
place in the vast whole having so many members. The rational 
character of this meeting was also most reassuring. ,The east, 
the far west, the north and the south, were represented in this 
council of educators. Eastern staidness was contrasted with 
western aggressiveness. , The north listened with polite attention 
to a vindication of African slavery from the south. There was 
the largest toleration along with the frankest avowal of radical 
beliefs. There was perfect freedom in saying absurd things, and 
the victims of mistaken notions submitted to the tortures of 
dissension with commendable grace. Most of the papers were 
,of a high order of merit, and ,they will form an honorable con-
tribution to our educational literature. 
In the list of member~ there was more than one note-worthy 
name. Among such should be mentioned the venerable Dr. Mc-
Cosh 'of New Jersey, Dr. Gregory of Illinois, Dr. Orr of Georgia, 
Dr. Harris of St. Louis, Charles F. Adams, Jr. of Massachusetts, 
~ol. Parker, late of Quincy, now of Boston, besides others whom 
we have not space to note., Hon. J. H . Smart was honored with 
a unanimous -call to the presidency of the association, and the 
,_ second place waS most worthily bestowed on the venerable Dr. 
" Orr. The next place of meeting is Atlanta, Ga., and we trus't 
that the national character of the association may be preserved 
to the fullest possible exteIit. In subsequent issues we shall dis-
cuss ,some of the more importlllt topics that were presented at 
this meeting. 
The large attendan~e at the late meeting of the Natio~al 
Teachers' Aassociation was due in some measure, doubtless, to 
the fame of Chautauqua as a summer resort. We think the ad-
vantages of this place ~ave been greatly exaggerated. At least 
we .confess to a great disappointment in our expectations. Fair 
Pomt haS nearly all the disadvantages of' a small crowded town 
with ~carcely any 'of the charms that are usually asso"ciated wit~ 
lakeSIde and w~od. The public entertainment was poor, and 
the rates extortIOnate: In our judgment, the western pattern of 
Chaut~uqua Assem~ly" th~ Is~and Park assembly at Rome City, 
Ind., IS a most gratIfymg Improvement on the original Save in 
the ~mount of water, the natural advantages of Island Park are 
~all1fest. There is room, there is shade where gras~ grows, there 
are ample accommodations for lectures, there is good food at 
re~o~able rates, and the general management of the grounds, 
DUIldIngs, lectures, etc., etc., is admirable in the extreme. ' A 
course of l ~ ctures for teachers was inaugurated at the'last session 
that i ; full of promise for the future. We most heartily and con~ 
~dently commend the .Island Park Assembly to all reade~s \)f 
the WEEKLY, who, next summer, may need rest recreation- and 
. . , , 
,1DstructIOn at reasonable cost. , 
, "O.ral Teaching; Its Limits and' 1dethods," is the title of a 
, PremIUm Essay by John M. Dickinson, Secretary of the Massa-
Ghuse~ts Board of Education. The prize ($50) was offered by T : 
W; BIcknell, oli the N. E. Journal of Education, and the award 
Wa!i mad! by A; G. Boyden. of the Bridgewater, (Mass.) N9pnal 
School, W. ~. ~hel'ps of Mmnesota; and H. B. Sprague, Princi-
~al ~of thl} GIrls ~Igh School, Boston . This committee- found 
two essays of about equal merit, the one by Mr. Dickinson above 
mentioned, and another by H. H. Morgan of St. Louis, on ,"The 
Proper Functions of the Public High Schools." _ 
The' 'Premium Essay" by Mr. Dickinson deserves spe,:ial no-
tice for several reasons. It discusses o~e of the most important 
topics in the science of teaching; forthe question of oral instruc-
tion vs. text-book ' instruction is a dividing line between the old 
education and the 'new. The treatment of the subject, at least 
in intent, is philosophical. The author's purpose is to establish 
his thesis on a solid basis of piin~iple. The essay.is thus a study 
in pedagogics, and this fll,ct alone should commend it to aU 
thoughtful teachers: Again, Mr. Dickinson occupies a very 
prominent 'place among eastern educators, and a subject which 
he has patiently elaborated deserves more than ordinary consid· 
eration . Lastly, the essay bears the approbation of a committee 
oi distinguished 'gentlemen, educators by profession; and their 
awa,rd conveys the assurance that we have an authoritative state-
ment of a most important educational doctrine. As we have op-
portunity, we shall make a critic"l analysis of Mr. Dickinson's 
essay. 
ALPHABETIC. A MONG the many phonologists who are now making thoro 
study ov the enunciation of English, with a view to the 
completion of its alphabet, one of the ablest and most diligent 
is Mr. W. R. Evans, ov London. He places the six typical 
vo;yel sounds found III human speech in the following diagra-. 
matic order: ah 
ay * oh 
ee r , Oo 
in which r stands for the Greek T, Latin y, French u, German ii 
(a sound not heard in English, which requires both lip and tung: 
adjustment, the lips az for 00, while the tung poses for e,e.) The 
star expresses simpl 'voice' without modification by lips or tung, 
-a sound we often uze as an interjection of suddn surprise or 
alarm. The secondary vowels cum in between these, acording 
to th~ir relationships; two being possible in , each of the 8 in-
terspaces. 
This is a step towards a philosofical expesition of the vowel 
speech-sounds; and, az far az it goes, it iz in accordance with 
the views ov the best modern authorities. ' . 
Thos who ~av made a study ov the arrangement ov the sounds 
and illustrations uv the homografic alphabet issued from the Pho-
~etic Depot, Tyrone, Pa., will find ' that whil it iz equally simpl, 
It embraces all the sound's with more obvious gradation of rela-
tionship. The above admits ({ in at, and a in are very weI be~ 
tween ah a~d ay; and e in ell to ,the right ,ov ay; with u in up to 
the left ov oh; but the step is ' a jump frQm ah to aw and 6 'in the 
direction of· oh. A better basis of discrimmation separates the 
~o~els into two or more distinct classes viz., first the vowels that 
ar~ modified by t.he tung, flattening the breath flow more and 
more from open ah } 
, to mid Ie ay I 
and close ee ' 
!heu the class in which the tung lies unused, the modificat'ion 
bemg by a rounding ov the breath·passage from open ~w } 
, to middle oh 2 
, and close 00 
These ~wo classes embrace all the vowels used in EQgli£h, the 
above bemg the full or long types, eXGepting th(final of the twd 
sounds heard in her,jur, : ir, (par) lor, myrrh, (edit)or, colo(nel), 
etc. . This sound belongs f to a class in which the tun~ a,nd lips 
. , 
. '
-' 
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are both used to at once elongate and flatten the breath ,passage, 
as from open ur } 
to middle eu (French); 6 German 3 
and close:: r French; ii German 
the middle sound being like ai in air (or e in met prolonged) at-
tempted while the lips are pursed and protruded. For the close 
, s~und the lips are pursed as for 00, whjle the sound, of ee iz at-
tempted. 
This arrangement in distinct classes duz not disguise the fact 
that ah is the original or parent vowel, . from which others hav 
been derived. The order of their derivation iz of litl conse-
quence, a.nd indeed we cannot now determine it. But the order 
from open to close as given above suit~ our language; as w~ gen-
erally begin words with open vowels and end with close ones. In 
this we differ from the panting peoples of the sultry South, who~e 
climate seems to dispose them to open-mouthed vowels, and 
many of them, for example, Sahiira, Panama, etc; close vowels 
are seldom used, and very seldom final. 
All vowels are voiced, and the quality of the voice (the glot~ ' 
tal vibration) is the same for all. This may be re-enforced, 
tiomewhat az telegraphists re-enforce their currents, by vibrating 
the reed of a jews-halp in the mouth while sounding different 
vowels. This will prove that their differences are due merely to 
mouth-posture. The necessary changes of position should be 
rendered entirely familiar in every primary schooL * 
This paper will fall into the hands of many who are net sub-
scribers. We trust they will at once send to the publishers the 
requisite two dollars. We can assure them that they will not 
regret it. The WEEKLY is already pronounced "th~ b~st educa-
tional paper printed t'n the country," by many of its readers and 
we are determined to make it still bette!'. New talent win be 
employed in it~ columns the comin~ :year" and we confidently 
expect a large mcrease of our subscnptIOn llst:, 
THE COMMON SCHOOL QUESTION BOOK. 
The publishers of the WEEKLY have purchased from A. H. Craig author 
and publisher of The Com~non School Question Book, exclusive rights to 
publish and s;ll ~he boo~ m the Wes~ern States. A new edition of three 
tilousand copleS'ls ~ow m press and Will be ready for delivery by the tenth 
of September. ThiS Will make about .fo1tyjive tho~and copies of the book 
which have been pr.inted within the few years since it first appeared. Proba-
bly no single volu~e for teachers has ever before had so large a sale in this 
country. The ,book, met, 9. ,want felt by common school teachers, .and calls 
for it were received lI~m~dl~tely from all parts of the country. During the 
last year or two a few Imitations have been prepared by ambitious authors and 
publishers, but no~ one has met wi,th s,o unanimous and hearty a reception as 
this. ~t sell,S rapidly at teachers' mstitut~s ,where other similar publications 
are 'entirely Ignored. The demand for It m the West is steadily increasing 
and it may safely be predicted that the sale will reach om hu,zdrd thousa,zd 
copies., . 
The pubhsher. stan~ ready to fill all orders for large or small quantities. 
The price of ~he book IS one dollar atzd a haif, for which it will be mailed 
to any address. Teachers may club together and obtain six copits .for six 
dollars, to be sent by express. Responsible and energetic agents are wanted 
in all the Western States. Some are aIreD dy doing well in selling the book. 
No other book sells so well, and on no other can agents , make so much 
money. Address for terms" . Si R. WINCHELL & Co., 
ITEMS. 
-Since the beginning of the year there have bee~ 140 duels in France. 
'::"'Prof, S. H. Peabody is now Regent pro tem. of the Illinois State Univer-
sity, at Champaign. 
-L1:wrence. Kansas, declines to re,elect Superintendent Boles, and will 
try it a year without any superintendent. 
-Chancellor Haven, of Syracuse University, now Bishop Haven, will take 
'up his residence in San Francisco this fall. 
;-Professor Freeman, pf Wiscon,sin University, spent the summer in 
Europe. _ ' 
-The "othe~ side" of the spelling reform-th.e side not very often present-
ed-is o~ered us in Lippincott'-s Macallin/! for July, by M. B. C. 'True. The 
article is interesting to both friends and opponents of the reform. Read it. 
-The Pope has appointed Rt. Rev. P. A, Feehan, now Bishop of N:u.h.-
ville, to be first Archbishop of Chicago, which is now raised to the dignity 0 1 
a metropolitan see. 
DAILY PROGRAM.-HALL'S SCHOOL. 
J. W. W~lGHT, Belleflower, Ill. 
Forc'Ioon Sesst"on. ' 
TIME. M, RECITATIONS, STUDIES, 
9 t09:10 10 { Opening and } General Exercises, 
9:10 to 9:25 15. CReeds, { A (a) Algebra. b Arithme_ tic); B Mental Arithmetic. 
{A (b Arithmetic); B 
9'23 to 10:05 40 A (a Algebra.) Reading; C, Slate 
work. 
10:05 tOIO:45 40 A ' (b Arithmetic.) 
{ A (a) Condensing and 
arranging etc .. ) B 
Reading, C Recess 
10:45 to I I 15 RECESS. 
JJ P. M. to JJ:15. IS C Exercise in Script. { A and B Readin,i' , 
1.1:15 to JJ:35 20 B, Reads. 
{ A Reading; , C Copyini 
numbers in Roman and in 
Arabic characters. 
u:35 to 12 M. 25 A Reads. {B Mental Arithmetic; C Blackboard. 
12 to I. 60 INTERMISSION .. 
Aft~rnoon SCJsion. 
I to 'I:IO 10 C in Numbers. A Grammar; B Menta 
1:10 to 1:30 20 B Mental Arithmetic. A Grammar; C. Slates; 
1:30 to 2:05 35 A (a Grammar.) { A (b Grammar, B Lan-guage;'C Copying-work. 
2:05' to 2:30 25 {A (b Grammar.) } 
{A (a Condenses -and- ar-
ranges, etc;) B Language; C 
Blac;kboard. 
2:30 to :1:45 15 Writing, A B C R~cess. 
2:45 to 3 15 RECESS. 
3 t03:2C :10 B Language.· A Spelling; C Reading: 
3:20 to 3:30 10 C Reads. A and B Spelling. 
. 3:30 to 3:45 IS A Spells • B Spelling; C Slates. 
3:45 to 4 15 B Spells. A (a Algebra, b Arithmetic). 
4 to 4:05 5 ' Dismissal. 
EXPLANATION OF, AND REMARKS ON, ABOVE PROGRAM. 
No tho;oughly ear.est and truly competent teacnerwill at 
tempt to teach a single day without a time-guide such"as a care· 
fully arranged program will always be. By the assistan"ce of sue'll 
a help the -teacher is enabled to make the most of each minute. 
.By adopting it (when thoroughly revised and carefully and taste-
fully arranged) in a sort of public manner by calling the atten-
tion of the whole school to it, explaining its xpechanical arrange-
ment, and its adaptability, to their individual and collective 
"school-wants" an.d school-life, dw.elling upon its use, and in~' 
sisting upon its merits, and thus winning for it the approbation, 
if not the genuine respect, of a part, if not all, the school; and 
-then, after thus ad<lllting it, show his or her own , belief in its 
inerits by scrupulouSly. ,. ollowing it-I say by this course the 
teacher simply insures the'success of the school. By this cpurse, 
' fully carried out, the school is naturally and pleasantly governed, 
the children are constantly witnessing a practjce which will lead 
them into the formation of goqd habits-habits' of order, 
promptness, thoroughness, and neatnesS; for a scheol-progr;lm 
should be' neatly arranged, and preserved neat 'and clean. TIle 
tasteful embellishments with which the teacher has time to beau-
tify it, help to c0mmand for it.the r~pect of t,he scholars, young 
and old. 
. 
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"Fully carried out," what does that mean? "Fully carried 
out" implies some work outside of the school, as well as all va-
rieties of opposition with which it is apt to be cocfronted in 
./ sohool. The real, live teacher will rIOt exclusively confine his 
teaching t~ the school-room, to the children~ and to the six 
school-hours of the day. 'There is it class of older children who 
stay at home, and who are not unfrequently spoken of as " the 
parents" or "the patrons." It is the teacher' s business to -¥isit 
them and, with becoming modesty, teach them j-not by directly 
correcting one of those "elder girls," who, during the conver-
.gation, is laudably impelled to express her . sy.mpathy for all un-
happy members of the profession by stating confid'entially,that she 
"teached" a term of school, once. Not by assuring one ofthose 
honest, "elder boys" that he is mistaken-thereby . "dampening 
his ardor" -:-when he generolisly gives it as his opinion that "them 
grammars is takin' up too much time in school now days." Not 
by'flatly contradicting that ardent young mother, or hopeful 
. father who kindly makes the suggestion that there "aint" enough 
prizes offered, by telling them they are ruining their boy by teach-
ing him such a motive for acquiring learning. No, not by all, or 
' ,any of these. methods w.iIl the teacher be governed in teachIng 
tflose "elder schola:rs. " But the great lesson to be impressed 
upon thezr minds is that the teacher is thoroughly in "honest 
earnest j" this, with such a course in and out of school as be-
comes a true teacher, will prove him to be thoroughly master of 
the situation, and will .secure for all his suggestions a proper re-
spect. 
,./ . 
There should exist between the directors and teacher a frank 
confidence, and the latter should frankly present for their con-
sideration all his wishes and plans relating to the changes .made 
in claSses or in methods of teaching. The program presented 
her~ is in actual use in the rural school named therein, situated 
in McLean county. When this school began, four months ago, 
the teacher was confronted with the prodigious array of thirty-
two 'daily recitations. By persevering labor the -program was put 
- in the shap(; here represented, at ·the close· of the second month. 
"Opening Exercises" consist in ,a few judicious remarks by the 
teacher, in reciting general maxims, adjusting differences be-
tween scho\ars, answering or asking general questions, familiar 
conversation between teacher and scholars Ot; various subjects, 
and the like. This is scarcely ever continued beyond five min-
utes. Then there is a generl).l exercise engaged in by all the school 
( above C. For some weeks past the school in question have been 
,devoting these five minutes after opening to the thorough study 
of the locative geography of McLean Co. and surroundi;-,g 
f0~ilties, drawing map of the ~ame. Previous to this time, for a 
season, this fme was each morning devoted ,to anatomy of the 
human body, and of the bodies of some of the barn-yard fowls: 
In this manner much from each of the sciences may be taught the 
children, greatly to their advantage. Most country schools are 
to better advantage divided into .four classes. There should be 
,no more than fonr classes, however, in the worst mixed school. 
Unite classes and save precious time . . 
, In the case in question th~re are ·three classes, ~ 'A," . "B," 
and He." "A" class is divided into two divisions,viz.,-a por 
tion of the "A" class !ltudy algebra, and a portion arithmetic, 
and so for convenien'ce called "A" (a) and "A" (b) respectively. 
I~ the study of Grammar this division ta~es place again, to ac-
\ commpdate two i:lifferent text-books. After the algebra class 
- has recit-cd th.ere is time allotted for rewriting and putt(ng in 
\?etter form any written matter that WaS required to be . copied, 
" \ .. . . 
for finishing the solution of problems begun but unfinished, or 
for completing whatever else was begun but left incomplete at 
the expiral ion of the time allotted for the recitation. The above 
explanation appli(,!s to the time allotted this class after reciting 
grammar. 
History and geography it was thought best to drop out 'of the 
course, giving all the time to the studies adopted for the term. 
Still, by giving OUt questions to the whole school, in the manner, 
for instance, recommended by Supt. Smith, of McLean county, 
much valuable time, that would otherwise be wasted, may be 
made the best use of by the scholars, in gathering up quite a fund 
of his.torical, as well as ge.ographical facts . This utilization of 
time cannot be taught too perseveringly to pupils, and the teach-
er who succe"ds in awakening in his scholars an appreciation 
of ttlis as a lesson, does far more toward fitting them for life 
than the teacher who, without teaching this, helps them to ac- " 
quire an understanding of the text-books. ... 
Discipline and order must ever be the governing spirits in the · 
school-room. No teacher can earn his money, however little he 
-receives, who does not teach by system, having his course for 
the term, and for each day, mapped out, and following that 
. course with scrupulous step. 
Many things will come up to defeat the punctual observance 
J -of such a program in the ordmary country school. Scholars are 
entering at all times in the term, insisting upon studying this or 
that branch. These "drawbacks" should not deter the teacher 
from pushing his plans, nor cause him to depart from his "guide. If .• 
The teacher who can not meet, successfully, every hindrance 'to 
his plans, should consider himself incompetent to teach, and 
should abandon the calling as one who can not give "value 
recieved. " It is a pernicious practice to carryon one of these 
schools with no attempt at systematizing the work, in that it 
br~eds habits in the youth whose ruinous consequences do not 
cease with childhood. 
THE LIBRAR.Y. 
NEW BOOKS RECEIVED. 
RHETORICAL METHOD . . A Concise Treatment of the Topics belonging to 
. Rhetoric and Composition, Prepared for Use in Schools and Academies. By 
Henry W. Jameson, B.A. St. Louis: G. 1. Jones& .Co. i879. For exam· 
ination, 40 cents. 
A SELECTION OF SPIRITUAL SONGS WITH MUSIC. For the Sunday-School. 
Selected and Arranged by Rev. Charles S, Robinson, D.D. Scribner & Co., 
New York. pp. '192. Price, 50 cents. ' 
AN ELEMENTARY GRAMMAR OF THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE. By T . R. 
Vickroy, A. M. St. Louis : G. I. Jones & Co, 1880. For examination, 
25 cents. 
AN ELEMENTARY ARITtfMllTIC, Oral and Written. By George E . Sey· 
mour, A.M. St. L ouis: G. 1. Jones & Co. 1880. For examination, 25 
cents. 
Hand·book OJ Drawing.-By Wi.Jliam Walker, Lecturer and Teacher ~I 
Freehand Drawing in the Owens College. W ith upwards of 200 wood-
cuts and diagrams. First American, from the second English Edition. 12 
mo. pp: xxiv and 270. New York: Chas, Scribner's Sons. 
That this book is intetesting may be assured by the fact that 
we began to read it in the forenoon of a hot August day. and , 
we read right on till we had reached the 'last page. The next 
reader, a youth, not only read it through, but was so moved by 
revived zeal that he got out his disused· drawing 'pencils, and 
with regret for lost opportunities began to sketch again. We 
heartily commend the book' to all teacher-s who know much of 
the art as a gopd one to put i~ the hands of thOse whC? kn.ow 
less, in order 'to teach them much they need . to know, and at 
-' -
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the same time to stir, elevate, and improve. Th~ purpose of 
the work is to furnish such information ' of elementary art 
education as is not likely to be met with in any other compact 
form. The author recognized as hi:> guiding principle the maxim 
"that all true education consists in the cultivation of the judg-
ment." The information here presented, with the practice 
recommended, will enable the student to make truthful and sig-
nificant outlines and drawings from outlines set before him. 
The chapters on Taste, Style, Motive, Beauty, Fitne~s, Variety-
and on securing Character in Art Work, are very ,interesting 
and suggestive. There .are sev~ral chapters on the details of 
drawing, as of trees, skies, water, light and shade; and the 
book ends with chapt,ers on artistic perspective and technical 
perspective which set both subjects in a clear light. 
A T~xt- Book 01t Rhetoric.-Supplementing the Development of the Science 
with Exhaustive Practice in Composition. For use in High School~ and 
Academies, and in the Lower classes of Colleges. By Brainerd Kellogg, 
A: M., Prof. Eng: Lang, & LiL, Brooklyn Collegiate Institute. New York: 
Clark & Maynard. I2 mo. pp. 276. Introduction price, 85 cents. 
The special excellence of this book is in its abundant and well-
chosen and skillfully. contrived exercises, andits illustrative extracts 
The book is not written in the form best for those who know 
rhetoric and wish to take it in the form of a scienr:e; on the con-
trary, it is written in the didactic form, 9r th;·t best adapted for 
the use of teachl!r and pupil. We heartily commend it to the 
attention of all who are choosing a rhetoric of this grade; it is 
certainly among the best of its kind. There are frequen~ review-
diagrams or synopses all through the book. The papp and print 
ing are admirable. 
THE STATES. 
;---
low A.-Frank T. Lyons, of Onawa, has become pr~ncipal of the Omaha 
high school. , 
Prill.. R. E . Call, of Dexter Normal and Scientific School, sued his board 
of school directors for damages amounting to $20,000, which he claimed his 
character had sustained by their charges of irregularities. Mr. H. C. Cox, 
who was associated with Mr. Call, chose to get out of bad company, and is 
now publishing the D~xt~r Htrald. . 
The publishers of the WEEKLY and all its readers owe many obligations to 
Principal T. M. De Armond for his very efficient services a.~ State Editor for 
Iowa since the establishment of the paper nearly four years ago. Other work 
compels him for the coming year to relinquish his responsibility in this re-
spect, though' he will remain faithful to the paper, and contribute to its in-
terests in whatever way he can. Meantime correspondence and items may 
be sent directly to the office o( publication. All principals and, superinten-
dents, or others favorably situated, are invi\ed to send us items and notes for 
thiS column., Let ns have it filled with new; fresh and interesting. 
Editor Shoup has been " swinging around the circle." 
Prof. W. A. McKee w:tll organize an academy in Knoxville this fall. Supt. 
Johnson could not be retained by the board, on account of insufficient salary. 
He was ,presented with a memorial by the teachers. H. C. Hollingsworth 
succeeds him. 
The school board of Tama has te-electM Principal Gault for two years. 
D. R. Fox is principal at Shell, burg; 1. S. Smith at Riverton; Mr. Doo-
ley at Bloomfield; Mr. Foulks at Villisca; H. A. Field at Panora; 0. H: 
Brainerd at Hampton; A. E. Anderson at Hopkinton; Wm. H. Lisbon at 
West Liberty,; W. F. Cramer at Waverly. 
ILLINOIs.-Gillaf', oJ Galma, is Gon~. It is the way of the just and the 
unjust, and the school ma'ams in the city of Grant will call upon ' the new 
Mrs. Gillan with saddened hearts and thoughts o( the "might have been's" 
of l~t years. Nee Miss Lizzie K. Hamed of Flora, Ill. ' 
The Lake Superior regions have been explored this summer by a party of 
seven from the Illinois State University. We have ~ad no reports from 
them t~us far. 
, Prof. Hull, of Southern l'jorm~ll h<\S beel). working recently in an institute 
at Greenville, Bond (4, 
President Griffith, of Northern IlEuois College, Fulton, has resigned, and 
will be succeeded by Prof. A. M. , Hallson. 
Prof. Forbes, Dr. Thomas. and other;; took a: trip for scientific study in' the 
latter part of July to Llke George in _:northern Indiana. 
Macomb and P.lris Ind Aligust institutes that_ w(have not)reviously noted 
in this column. 
J. M, Crow, of Elmwood, has received from Syracuse Univer.ity the de-
gree of Ph,D " on examination in German. 
R. H. Beggs goes to succeed D. C.~ Roberts at Denver, Colorado. C. H. 
Rew is the next man at Wilmington. ' . 
Miss ]'Iewbeckar, one of the Ottawa pIincipals, took a trip this summer to ' 
the St. Lawrence. 
. Emma Stewart Brown, of Normal 'Class of :74, died Angust I: at her home 
In Decatur. Since graduation she had taught four years. During her, two 
y:ars' stay in Decatur as the wife of I. E. Brown she h'ad made many warm 
fnends and her early death is univer;;ally deplored. She left 'her youna bab~ 
to the care of Lillie M, Brown, who has resigned her school for the ;oming 
year that she may faithfully attend to her charge. 
Mr. Ben. Hathaway has resigned his position as principal of Rock Island 
High School, and will accept a more lucrative position in the ~ast. ' 
DeKalb county has two institutes Ihis year, one' at Hinkley and the other 
at Genua: William J. Simpson, last year's principal at Stewart, Shelby Co., • 
was mamed recently at Shelhyville. 
, Elgin is to have a new school house on the west side at an expense of fif- • 
teen thousand doll ars . • 
What's in a name? The Normal It/Stitut~ refers as follows to a celebrated 
te~cher of the Chicago high school; perhap. as he was last of the corps ap-
pointed, and the high school has now been abolished it m~y be regarded as a 
~olit,e reference to its final end: "The National Educational Association h,.eld 
Its nineteenth annual meeting at Chautanqua, N. Y., on July I3, 14, IS, and-
16. Many able p. pers were read, among which was 'What shall we seek to 
accomplish in the' r~ading exercises,' by E. G. Taile, of the Chic~g~ high 
school." , " 
INDIANA.-The Porter County Viddt~ contains a very full and well-wriften 
report of the county institute held at Valparaiso, Aug. 9, 1880. The insti.l 
tute was under the management of Supt. Rearson Shinaberger. The principa 
work~rs w~re Prof. H. B. Brown, of the Valparaiso Normal" W. H. Ban,ta, 
R. A. Hentage, Prof. Crandle, and Miss Rebecca Pierc'e. • 
Indiana Stat~ Univ~rsj,y.-This institution, under the abJe management of 
President Lemuel Moss, is growing stronger year oy y.ear. The fall term 
opens Thursday, Sept. 22. There are ten professorships, all of which are 
now filled. Prof. Clark hits been transferred from the chair of Greek to that 
of English, to fill the vacancy occasioned by the resignation of Prof. 1I0ss, 
now of Topeka, Kan. R. B. Richardson, a graduate 01 Yale and for two 
years past Principal of the Chicopee, Mass., high school, takes the professor 
ship of Greek. Prof. Boisen has also resigned, and his chair, that of Modern' 
Language~, is t~ be filled by W. T. Jackson, former principal of the academy 
at Fostoria, Ohio. Prof. Jordan will be in his pla.:e at the opening of the 
term. 1;'rof. J. has been doing II, magnificent wOTk on tHe Pacific coaSt in 
the service of the U. 'S. fish commission. He has collected more than 15.000 
specimens of fishes, and has arranged to secure a full set of dnplicates for the 
.university. , Considerable. additions have been made to the working apparatus 
In the chemical and phYSical departments, Dr. Wylie, who has for 'several 
years a~ted as ~i~e Preside~~, in the absence of Pres. Moss, tbough 'with , 
no speCial recogmnon or addilional compensation, has received both by recenE 
actiol). of the board of trustees. He will hereafter be nominally 113 well as 
actually vice president. The pr?spects for an increased attendance o'f'students 
are said to be very encouraging to the friends of the University. 
PlOf. A. J. Willough,by, from Dayton, Ohio, becomes principal of the Laray-
ette high school. ' " 
Wayne County held a two weeks institute in August at Centreville. McPher-
son, Superintendent. Two hundred teachers in all were present during th,e 
session. 
Prof. Bloss, superintendent of· Evansville public schools and candidate on 
t~e Repu?1ican ticket for state superintendent, is making speeches at Repub. 
hc.an meetings. So also is H. S. McRae of Muncie • . Mack is working the 
thmg up for the next time, two years hence. 
Pleasa~t· Bon~, for~erl.y of t1;Ie Indianapolis high school and 01 late ylllUS 
e~gaged In busmess, resumes the teacber's vocation. He is to 'be Conn'e~ted 
"nth the Ladoga Normal School. 
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Marion County Institute, I. P. Harlan Supt., held its session from Ang. 30 
to Sept. 3. 
OHIO.-The Ohi~' Central Normal Sehool nnd Kindergarten Training 
School, at Worthington, was established ill. 1871; reorganized under ~tllte 
Board in 1878, and incorporated in 1880. It opens its_ fall term September 
6. John Ogden is principal. By a recent resolution of the board of educa· 
tion 01 the incorporated village of Worthington, and the concurrent action of 
the resideut faculty and State Board of truatees of the Ohio Central Normal 
School, the high-school department or" the public schools of sa id village, and 
the academic department of the Ohio Norm'al School have be en uuited into 
oue, known as the academic department of said schools, with the principa 
of the academic department of the normal school as superint en dent, where-
'by the whole system of public schools, composed of four grades, is consti-
tuted a grand model of observation and practice. 
The Mount Union, College, near Alliance, has secured two new profes sor~ : 
Mr. William Small, A. M., in 'Natural ,Science, and Mr. H. V. Merrick in 
Modern Languages. The institution is under Methodist direction, and O. L. 
rHartshorn, LL.D., is president. There ,were 645 students last year. 
The trustees of Bllch ,el College, Akron, have: elected as president D . Or-
ello Cone, D. D. 
From the Ohio Jounzai tif E ducation we gather numerous items of interest 
this week. 
Respecting the meeting of the State Teachers' Association at Chautau 
• qua it says that "about520 penons paid one dollar each for member. 
ship tickets, and soine suppose that the attendance was really from seven to 
~ight hlmdred." This is certainly a remarkable record, unequaled by any 
" thing of the kind ever before made in any state. 
The salaries of all the teachers in Bellefontaine receiving less than forty 
dollars a month last year have been increased two dollars a month. 
A correspondent from L~ke8ide' to the Cleveland L ead!r speaks in high 
praise of,the success of Prof. L. S. Thompsons Summer Industrial Art School 
which was held there. Prof. Thompson, in all his teaching, aims to give 
broad and comprehensive views of art ejucation, and his pupils always feel 
repaid for their study. 
WISCONSIN.-A large addition is to be built on the Normal School Building 
• at Platteville. It will extend westwardly on Main ijtreet 45 by 65 feet . 
'The repairs at the Whitewater Normal made during the summer are sum-
med up as follows in the R~gister: 
A Normal class·room, Prof. Salisbury's, on the first floor becomes the Pre-
paratory class-room . . The Museum and Natural Science Department go to 
the 3d story of the old part and with the two society rooms occupy it entire. 
The alcove in front 'of and a part of Prof. Rockwood's room become& the new 
office, while the old labratory is added to Prof. R's room and makes it larger 
than before. Prof. Salisbury takes the old Natural' Science room. Prof. John. 
son takes the old Museum room. The Assembly receives a now oak floor, 
fiJXished in oil, and 196 uew single seais in place of the old double seats. The 
e~t room in the rear becomes an alcove by means of an arch, and is to be 
used as a reading room and reference library room. The general effects are 
~o do away with three.fourthe of the former going up and down stairs by send. 
mg five of the largest classes always to recitation on the same floor with the 
general assembly room. It puts the chemicallabratory with all its odors up 
under the skybg~t, where the smells can be disposed of without annoyance 
to anyone. The single seats separate the 'sfudents more completel and gives 
f~r more freedom in the school movements. The new preparatory room pro-
vides for a class that has heretofore had no regular abiding place. 
Other principals engaged are: Muscoda, G' L . Voorhees; Mazomanie, 
Wm. E. Corson; Ridgeland Center, Henry R. Smith; Shullsburg, Henry 
Jane; Lolli, Judson E. Hoyt; Black Earth, H. D. Kinney. 
I ~ree high schools will be organized in Oconto and Clinton. An addition 
~ill be erected for the building at Clinton. 
$1,000 is to be expended in adorning the grounds of the various Normal 
Schools. 
N. C. Twining ~till holds his place as principal at Monroe. He is one of 
,- the leading tellchers , of the state. 
C. M. Gates eic:hl1l1ges the principalship at Waupaca for that at Berlin. 
Salary $1,100. ' 
l.'he Elementary Qourse in the nomlal schools will hereafter cover two ~d 
a half years. This is by order of thl: Regents. 
Prin. H. C. Curtis has his salary raised at Juneau and a promise of a new 
school-house to cost $5,000. 
1>. O. Hibbard, of Oconomowoc, is now principal of the Fourth Ward 
'school in Racine. 
New school buildings will be erected.at Hutland and Dodgeville. 
O. E. Larkin is principal at Viroqua; George W. Currier at Stoughton; 
Amzi W. Burton at Sun Prairie. 
Miss Hattie Salisbury teaches the preparatory grade at the Riv.er Falls Nor· 
mal, and Miss Nellie A. Wheaton that at Oshkosh .. 
Professor McMahon, who has for several years been connected with tne 
Milwaukee high school, is now principal of the n,orth side school in Manito-
woc. 
, The following teachers are employed in the Third Ward high school at 
Eau Claire: Professor H. C. Howland, Principal, Miss M. Aspinwall, A~­
sistant Principal; Miss C, L. Scott, Second and Third Grammar Department. 
The school board of the north side has appointed M. S. Frawley, Principal; 
Miss Lillie Clark, Assistant Principal; Miss A. L. Cuddy, Grammar Depart-
ment. 
MINNESOTA,-Prin. H. O. Durkee, of La Crosse high school, is superln· 
tendent of the Rochester public schools, salary $1,200. 
Zumbrota schools are In charge of a~ Mr. Rankin, graduate of the Univer· 
sity. 
The teachers of Minneapolis ,have sbown a degree of spirit and indepen· 
dence quite above the average, but in the highest degree commendable. They 
were elected to their positions at the last meeting of the board precedi ng the 
summer vacation. Having been duly notified by Superintendent Tousley and 
having responded according to the presc~bed form, accepting their appoint. 
ments, they very properly regarded their contract fOT the school year as closed . 
The board. however, at a special meeting held August 10, adopted a resolu· 
tion instructing the superintendent to notify each teacher, engaged that the 
bo~rd reserved the right to close the public schools at any time after April I, 
1881, and to require every such teacher to notify the board in writing that he 
(or she) would acquiesce in such action should it be deemed desirable to close 
the schools before the end of the year, and that no demand would be made 
"for wages beyond the time when the schools should be closed. After this ac· 
tion sixty of the teachers who were in the city assembled in the parlors of the 
First Baptist Church and agreed that the board could not at that late day Ie· 
gaily relinquish its contract with the teachers, and therefore adopted the 
following resolution unanimously, and pledged themselves to stand by it. 
WHEREAS, the board of education of the city of Minneapolis, having in-
curred indebtedness to other parties .. since the hiring of the teachers," ~a~ re-
quired us to relinquish ' our contracts to teach i~ the public schools from 
September 9. 1880, to June 20, 1881; therefore be It 
R esolved That we do not recognize the right of the board to make such 
requisition; and that under present circumstances we will not'yield to said 
demand. ' 
This resolutioJl was submitted to the board at its meeting the next day, 
August 2,~. and after a warm discussion it was decided by vote ' that the teach· 
ers should not be required to signify their willingness to accept any deduction 
from their wages should the schools be closed before ' t)Ie end of the school 
year. So much for force of character possessed by Minneapolis public school 
teachers. 
A State Teachers' Institute, for the counties of Cbippewa and Yellow Med· 
icine, will be held at Granite Falls, commencing September 13, and will 
continue one week. 
Sauk Center is to have nine months school during the ensuing year. The 
teachers employed for the year are J. C. James principal, salary. $100 per 
month; F. M. Morgan, assistant principal, salary. $75 per month; Miss Mary 
Tubbs, first intermediate, salary $45 per month; Miss E. A. McKenny, sec-
ond intermediate, salary $40 pl;r month; Miss Minnie Tolman, second pri. 
mary, salary $40 per month; -Miss Gertie DeGroat, first primary, salary $45 
per month; Miss J~sie Truman, assistant primary, salary $25 per month. 
H. A, Calkins, a book agent in Owatonna for Hubbard Bros. of Chicago, , 
a reformed drunkard, could not resist saloon temptations and was picked up 
-drunk by the City Marshal. During the absence of the lalter from the lOCk-
up. Catkins took morphine and died. He had been principal of the Peoria, 
Illinois, schools -seven years and a successful temperance ,lecturer .-lhn01za 
Republica". 
-Professor J. R. Boise's popular First Six Books of Homer's Iliad has 
been published in an abridged edition, for preparatory schools, containing 
only the first three books. S. C. Griggs & Co., Chicago. ' 
-A boy ten years of age who has an eager love of music was permitted 
to attend the Grand Opera not long ago. When his mother asked him what 
he thought of the performance, he said: "It was the foolishest thing I. ever 
aw; but it was about the best music I ever heard." , 
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-NEW BOOKS. 
NOW READY. 
A Text-BookonRhetorzc, 
Supplementing the Development of the Science with ex-
haustive practice in Composition. 
A Course of Practical Lessons adapted for use in theHigb 
Schools and Academies and in the Lower Classes of Col-
leges. 276page&, 12mo, price $1 25. A specimen copy 
fer examination sent by mail let teachers on receipt of 75 
. cents. 
By BRAINERD KELLOGG. A, M. 
Profesor of English Language and Literalure in tbe;Brooklyn 
Collegiate and Polytechnic Institute, and one of the 
authors of Reed & Kellogg's 'Graded Les-
_ sons In English ' and 'Highcr Les-
" sons in English.' 
In preparing this work upon Rhetoric, the author's aim 
has been to write apractical text-book for high-schools,acad-
emid, and the lower c!asses of colleges, based upon the 
science rather than. an exhaustive treatise upon the science 
itself. 
New and tho,.oughly ,.eviud edition. 
THE 
Government Class-Book. 
A Youth·s Manual ofInstruction in the Principles of Con-
s titutional Government and Law. 
PartI-PR1NCIPLES OF GGVERNMENT, 
I:-General Principles of GovernlI1:ent. Il,-Govero4 
ment in the State. IlL-The UDlted States Govern-
ment. 
Part H._PRINCIPLES OF LAW : 
I _Common and Statutory Law (or Municipal Law). Ii _International Law. 
By Andrew W. Young, author (\f 'American Statesman,' 
·Citizen's Manual of Government and Law,'ctc. 
New edition, thoroughly revised by Sal ter S. Clark. Coun-
sellor4at~Law. 300 pages, 12mo, price $1 25. A speci4 
men coPy tor examination sent by mail to teachers 
on receipt of 75 cents. 
It has long been recognized by a large number of :mr best 
teachers that no text-book IS better adapted to give a clear 
nd comprehensive knowledge ofthe prinCiples of our gov· 
:rnment than 'The Government Class-Book: But owing to 
the large number of copies of the work that has been printed, 
the electrotype plates have been thoroughly worn out; there-
fore the publishers avail themse!ves of the necess~ty ofre-
electrotypmg the book to have It thoroughly reVised and 
t into new and better shape for class use. 
pUIt IS amply provided with. schemes for Revi!!w, Review 
Questions. and other happy meth?ds of presentmg the sub· 
ject in a lucid manner for the pupd and teacher. 
THOMSON'S NEW MATHEMATICAL 
SERIES. 
'The Collegz'ate Algebra. 
By Tames B. Thoms on. LL,D., and Elihu T. Quimby. 
~. ~., late Prof. of Mathc!"atics in Dartmouth College . 
Crown 8vo. 346 page., pnce ~I.So. A speCimen copy 
sent for examination fn SI. 
This work is intended lor colleges, universities, and such 
educational institutions as want an advanced Algebra. 
Seventh Edition now ready. 
A Hz'storyo/ Rome. 
Amply illustrated with Enl:ravings, Maps ond Plans. By 
R . F. Leighton. Ph.D. (Lips). 520 pages. 12mo, price 
SI So. A specimen copy sent for examination with a 
view to introduction, on reccipt of$[. 
Weare confident tha t no text~book of its class has ever 
met WIth greater success in so short a time, or been mOre 
h ighly commended. than laas this work of Dr. Leighton's, 
It has received the cordial endorsement of most of the 
principal professors of Roman history in the UniVersitIes 
anll colleges of ~he country. 
It has already been introduced, or is Indicated as the 
amount of requirement for admissio~ in the fonowing lead-
ing_coneges : 
yale College. Bowdoin College, Dartmouth College. Uni-
versity of Vermont, Amhe~t College, "o/illiams CO!lege, 
University of Rochester, Umverslly of !Ilchlian, Chicago 
University • .Lafayette College, Swathmore College, Haver-
ford College, Wasbington and Lee Umversity. University of 
Louisiana. Davidson College, Western Maryland College. 
Olivet College. OhiO University. Howard College. Erskine 
College, Abingdon College. Umversity of North Carolina. 
Washington' College. University of Alabama, e tc., etc., 
in the Boston Public Latin Schools. and in hundreds of 
hig? and preparatoI") schools. 
CLARK, & MAYNARD, Publishers, 
s Barclay Street, New York. 
WITH 
WEBB'S WORD-METHOD. 
AND 
DISSEOTED OARDS, 
YOUR CHILDREN CAN BE 
Ta -u.gh:t to :El.ead.. 
In LESS TIME than is u8uaUy aUotted to 
TEACHING THE Al.,PHABET. 
WHA.T IS THE "WORD-METHOD." 
It is that system of leaching Readmg which begins with 
wo,.d.r,:and not with lette,.,. It teaches j,.inted words as 
we teach sjoke. words,-as we teach th:'nr.rland their flames. 
THE WORD-METHOD. 
The little book called the Word-Method presents· the 
words in their natural order, and very gradually. The book 
is divided into three parts. The first two pages of Part I. 
have each three new words; the next twenty pa~es; but two 
new words on a page, interspersed with several review-
pages. These review pages are not made up of the same 
sc~tences, but of the same words in different sentences. 
They contain no new words; and only the six last lessons 
of Part I. have four new words on a page; the object bf'ing 
to render the words perfectly familiar to the child ... he ad-
vances. 
In Part II, of this book. (commencing on page 55), from 
four to six new words are introduced on a page; beginning 
with four new words in Lesson I. The sentences are short. 
generally containinl: only one line. In Part III. (commenc-
ing on page Sg). seven new words are introduced on each 
page" and the sentences are longer. 
Every lesson in the book is complete m itself, and occu-
pies just one page. The illustratioD!> are beautiful" and OC;· 
cupy a full page. The reading under the cuts is simply a 
key for the teacher in his explanations to the child. See 
the book itself for full explanations and directions, and the 
manner of teaching by it. 
Slnt post paid on receipt of the price, 30 cents: 
WEB~'S DISSECTED ·CARDS 
Consist of a frame •• 0 bY'4 inches, and a Box of Words. 
Letters, Pictures. Figures, etc ., onse~rate Wooden Blocks. 
Both Frame and Box are handsomely made of Black Walnut, 
The type used in the cards was cut to order,-is large,clear, 
and beautiful, and can be readily seen across any ordinary 
room. The Words, Figurea, etc., nre printed directly on 
the Woode" Blocks and the Blocks tlaen varnished. making 
them durable and elegant. The Frame is so arranged tbat 
the words can be placed in it so as to form any sentence de· 
sired. A font of Letters is put in each box, to form words 
not on the blocks, an(\, to teach spelling. 
The words being movable. the child cannot repeat his 
les.sons from memory; for when ,a moment since it read 
"black cat" it may nOw read "black dog" or "white cow,-' 
or whatever the teacher chooses. This constant change cre4 
ates an interest and secures the attention; and rapid pro-
gress, both in the learning of words and in the proper ex-
pre .. ion of the thoughts they contain (when formed into 
sentences, is the sure result. 
i'here is a Key accompanying these eards. extensively . 
known as WEBD'S WORD-MKTHOD, containing full direc", 
tions for teaching by the use of cards. 
Price of Disseoted Cards. Including Copy of 
Word-Method. 8a.OO • . 
On receipt of price we will forward to any point in the 
United States. Addres. 
THOB"ND:fKE NO URSE, 
Suuessor 10 
DETROIT, Hloh. 
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VALUABLE 
Educational Works 
PUBLISHED BY 
J. B. LIPPINCOTT &: CO. 
Clj TTER'S NEWSERIES OF .PHY-
SIOLOGIES, HWman and Com-
parative. 
Cutter's 1!'irst Book. I.mo. 196 pp. 16. Illustrations. 
Half roan 80 cents. . 
Cutter'. Seoond Book. ,.mo. 309 pp. 186 I1Iustra-
tions. Half roan. -$1 .35. . . 
Cutter's New Analytio Anatomy. Physiology. and 
Hygiene. "mo. 388 pp. '10 Illustrations. 8'.50 • 
CHAUVENET'S MATHEMATICS. 
Elementary Geometry.-Plane and Spherical 
Trigonometry.-Method of Least Square8.-
Sl,loerical and Practical Astronomy. 
SANFORD'S 
SERIES OF ANALYTICAL ARITHMETICS. 
1!'irst Lessons, '7 cents.-IntermedIate, ., cents.-
Common Sohool, 80 cent •. -Higher. ".'5· 
Sanford'. Elementary Alcebra. ,?mo. 11.'5. 
Prantl's T ext-Book of Botany. Illustrated. 
Haldeman's Outline. of Etymologr. 
1,ong's Introduotlon to EnglIsh Gralnmar. 
Derry'. History of the United State.. Illustrated. 
Leeds's IDstory of the United States. 
Schmitz's German Grammar. 
'Valker's Science of 'Ve .. ltl1. 
Atwater's Elem_tary Lo .... 
Samson's .Art Critioism. 
Wiokersham's Sohool Eoonemy. 
Wiokersham·. Methods of Instructien. 
Berkeley's Prinoiple. of Human Inowledge. 
Maloom's Bntier's Analo&")'. 
Lieber's "Civil Liberty" and "Politioal Ethic •• •• 
Meredith'. Every-Da,. Errors of Speeoh. 
Friok·. Phyalcal Teohnlo.. Illustrated. 
Wurtz·s Element8 of Chemistry. lllustrated. 
Lincoln Phelps'.s Scientific Serie.. . 
Haohette·. Serle. New French Text·Books. 
ETC., ETC., ETC. 
DICTIONARIES OF ANCIEIT AND MODERN 
LANGUA'IES. 
Gatdener's Latin LeXicon. 8 vo. 82.25. 
Leyerett's Latin Lexicon. Large 8vo. '3.50. 
Groves's Greelt Dictionary. 8vo. 8' .• 5. 
Pickering's Greek Lexicon. Large 81'0. '5.50. -
Contanseau's Practical French --Dictionary. Crown avo. 
".50. Pocket Edition. 18m.. 1'.5°. 
Longman's Pocket German Dictionary. ".50. 
Neuman and Baretti's Pocket Spanish Dictionary. " .50. 
Lempriere's CI .... ical Diclionary. 8vo. 83.'5. Abridged 
Edition. J2mo. $1.35. 
THE COMPLETE SERIES OJ!' 
Worcester's Dictionaries. 
U nabridgeti Quarto Dictionary. Pr.fu.ely I\Iustrated •. 
Library sheep. 8'0.00. 
Universal and Critical Dictionary. 8vo. Libra!}' . sbeep. 
5.1.'5. 
Academic Dictionary. Illustrated. Crown 81'0. Half 
roan. 81.90. 
ComprehenSive Dictionary. Illustrated. amo. Half roaD. 
8'.75. 
School IEiementary) Dictionary. IllUitrated. amo. Hat! 
roan. $t.oo. 
Primary Dictionary. IllUitrated. 16mo. Half roam, 60 . 
cents. . 
Pocket Diction.rt. lIlustrated. ".mo. Cloth. 63 cents.; 
roan. flexible . 85 cents ;.tucks, Kilt edges, '1.00. . 
Many special aids to s tudenls, in addition to a vciy full • 
pronouncing and defining vocabulary, make WorcesLer'., 
In the opinion of oW' most distinguished educators, the moot 
complete, as wen as by far the cheapest Dictionaries of 
O\Ir language. 
INDISPENSABLE· WORKS OF REFER-
ENCE. 
LIPPINCOTT'S PRONOUNCING GAZETTlmB 
OF THE WORLD • . A complete Geographical D,c-
tionary. New Edition of 1880, thoroughly revised and 
greatlyenlal"\led . Royal 8vo. Sheep. "0.00. 
·LIPPINCOTT·S PRONOUNCING BIOGBAPm-
().AL DICTIONARY. Containin(!: complete and con-
cise Biographical Sketches of the Eminent Persons of aU 
.Ages and Countries. ' By J. THOMAS. A. M:. 11. D. 
Imperial BYo. Sbeep. 8,0.00. 
••• DClcriptive Circulars and CAtalogues funushed, OD 
application. by mail. Liberal rates for IntrollucUon. 
J. B. LIPPI.NCOTT. ce CO •• 
Publishlil"!!, Booksellers, and Stationers, 
na .. 'r1T M~k.t 810., Pb1ladelphJ&. 
" 
The , Educatio~al Weekly. 
FOR SCHOOL DIRECTORS.* , 
It As the time approaches for the annual school meeting, there are many 
things concerning the welfare of schools that need consideration. Among 
these are, heating and ventilation of school· rooms, out-houses, employment of 
teachers, school furniture, supply of books, enforcement of law to secure 
attendance, length a~d arrangement of.sch 001 terms. 
KINDLING FIRES. 
It is the almost universal custom to leave the matter of kindling fires en-
tirely in the hands of the teachers. They, not being paid for that part of the 
work, do not feel under obligation to be at the school-house early enough to 
have it comfortable before nine o'clock. As a consequence, halt of the fore-
noon is lost. ,It is useless to expect children to, study when they are uncom-
fortable. When a teacher is engaged for the winter term there should be a 
defirute' understanding as to when the fires shall be made and by whom. Do 
not expect the teacher to do janitor's work without pay for it. 
VENTILATION. 
In the spring a pamphlet,' issued by the State Board of Health, was sen~ 
to each District Clerk in the county, with a request that as many others as 
posSible should have an opportunity to read it. A very simple inexpensive 
method of introducing pure warm air u; described on page 38 as follows: "A 
fresh air· duct is led into the school-room, which terminates under the stove, 
the stove is surronded by a sheet-iron jacket, perforated with holes iu such a 
manner as to IOsure a perfect distribution of the air. which is detained in con-
tact with the ' stove sufficiently .long to become warm without being burned." 
A similar device is described on page 23, with means for removing foul air. 
There is scarcely a country school hous,e in the country in which any 
means of admittiing pure air is provided excepting by opening doors or ",in-
dows or through the crevices around them. Dullness and headache from 
' impure air. or colds and sickness from drafts are the consequence. . 
Either of the above simple, cheap, and effective methods mentioned might 
be employed in every country school house, to the advantage of the health 
and comfort of the pupils. 
OUT-HOUSES. 
That any school-house is unprovided with an out-house of any description 
is simply indecent. Two, under one roof with doors adjoining, or one used 
by all, are little better. There should be some portion of every school yard 
entirely separated for each sex; entirely screened from the view of each oth-
er, and from the public road. For the sake of health, modesty, decency, I 
hope this matter will receive the attention it deserves. The pamphlet before 
referred to, from page 46 to page 54, should be read on this subject. 
SCHOOL BOOKS. 
In some schools,there is still confusion and waste of time resulting from 
the manner in which school books are supplied. More than half of our schools 
have adopted the plan of district purchase of books. ' By so doing they have 
secured uniformity of books and a inflicient supply. They are ready at the 
beginning of the term, the number of classes is reduced, and the plan has 
pbo'ted economical and satisfactory. A few schools have furnished not only 
books, but slates, pencils, writing-books, paper, pens, and ink. By purchas-
ing in quantities they not only save money in the actual cost, but in the more 
economic use of time in having all necessary materials for school work when 
needed. 
I hope, iIi the interest of the schools, that this method of supply will be 
universally adopted. 
OllLIGATORY EDUCATION. 
, The act passed by the legislature in 1879 to secure childr~n the benefit of 
an elementary education has thus far received little attention. A proper 
consideration for the rights of children should insure for them at least 
twelve weeks' instruction in school, and all persons having the charge of 
children should observe this law. School officers should see that its provisions 
'are known and understood. 
- From €irculai of Co. ~up't Agnes HOlford, Eau Clair County, Wi •. 
THE WORLD. 
NEWS RECORD CLOSING MONDAY, AUGUST 30. 
-President Hayes, accompanied by the Secretp.ry of War and General 
Sherman, is making a trip through Oregon, California, Arizona, and New' 
Mexico. He will be absent about two months. 
-Hon. Thomas Hughes, M. P .. is visiting along the line of the Cincinnati 
Southern Railroad in Tennessee, where he is interested in establishing a col-
ony from England, consisting of industrious and intelligent laborers and 
trades· men. 
-M. Gambelta has written a letter in which he intimates that France must 
be permitted to regain the provinces of Alsace and Lorraine from Germany 
This has created considerable comment by the press, but M. Freycinet and 
President Grevy have both spoken at Montauball, in a tone which implies that 
the utterances of Gambetta express his own views rather than those .of the 
people. 
-In Ireland the anti-rent troubles are assuming alarming proportions. Mr. ' 
Forster, the Secretary of Irish affairs, went in person to Ireland to learn the 
exact condition of affairs and report to Parliament. He said there was no fear 
of a rebellion, but there was great danger to individuals and property, and 
should necessity arise, the government would not hesitato to summon Parlia-
ment in order to obtain additional powers_ 
-Turkish affairs are becoming more and more involved. , The Albanians 
refuse to recognize the authority of the Pqrte to give up a part of their terri-
tory to Montenegro, according to the award of the Berlin Conference; the 
Porte refuses to consent to the increase of territory awarded to ' Greece, and 
the powers have lDformed him that the decision of the Conference can not 
be re-opened, ana have ordered a number of men of war to rendezvous at 
Ragusa. 
-Chief Ouray, of the Ute Indians, died August 24. It is feared that ~e 
other chiefs will not now sign the treaty, particularly the White River and 
Southern Utes. Ouray was one of the shrewdest diplomatists with which the 
government has had to deal, and exercised great influence ' over his tribe. 
His successor has not been chos~m, though it is probable tbat chief Saporo-
nair will be the man. The time within which the treaty must be ratified will 
expire Oct. 15. 
-The English, war in Afghanistan has thus far brought no satisfactory re-
sults to England, although it has cost upwards of $70,000,000. Candah~r is 
closely besieged, though a telegram to the London Times, Aug. 30, says that 
General Roberts is approaching by rapid marches for its relief, and that Ayoo~ 
Kahn haS abandoned the investment and taken a position with his whole 
force on ihe Argandab river. General Phayre is also approaching Candahar_ 
When all the garrisons are united General Roberts' force will numher 15,~ 
men. 
-The amount of gold and silver being stowed away in the goverument 
treasury is enormous. So much foreign g')ld is being received at tl\e mints 
that it is stored away to be melted into eagles and half-eagles at some fliture 
time. The Treasury Department ordefed , $20,000,000 to be placed to the 
credit of the superintendent in the assay office in New York, with which to 
pay for foreign gold. It is estimated at the ,Treasury that $4,000,000 worth 
of foreign coin will reach this country per week till November I. 
-The American' Association for the Advancement of Science met in Bos-
ton August 30. A large proportion of the time of the first day's'session was 
devoted to the question of forest cultur,e. A law was recommended exempt-
ing from taxation highways bordered by trees, also the increased value of 
lands' where trees have been planted, ur til profit may be realized from such 
planting; an appropriation of money was also recommended to agricultUJ'a1 
and horticultural societies to be used as premiums for essays abd reports upon 
the subject of practical forest culture; laws were recommended to prevent 
(orest fires, and to punish those wilfully or carelessly causing them, etc. The 
Association was invited by the Governor of Minnesola and the municipal au-
thorities of Minnp.apolis for the next meeting to be held' in that city. 
AGENTS WANTED. 
, FOR 
WESTERN WILDS, 
30 SUPERB (lARDS neatly printed IOC. Ag,ne, W",ne,d. Outfit IOC. 20 samples, Price list etc. 3C. 
600 Varieties. Low prices and LARGEST pay BVER O~FRRBD. 
Q- Send to day. 
National School of 
ELOClJTION AND ORATORY ~ 
An authehic Narrative embracing seven years' travel and ad. 
venlure in 'the Far We st. 127 illustrations. The lastest sel-
ling book ever published. A 85 BOOK POR '3. 
For illustrate d cirouiar and term. address . 
JONIB BROS. 11& CO" Chicago, Il\>. 
C. A. VICK, 9th St., Arbela, Mich . 
PL!UN OR FANCY TYPE. INK; CASE, ETC., and Press. ~oooSe~re,ts, ReCipes, etc., 81 .00 post-paid. 
·Elegant S,lver LIDen Markers, '5 cents post· paid. Address 
P. L CALLAHAN. Manufacturer. 
Salem. MaSI. 
1416 and 1418 Chestnut St., PhUadelphiR. 
Course in Elocution. Course in Oratory. Literary CoUrse. 
For public speakers, readers, teachers, and the general 
student of higher English.. Fall term opens Oct. 4th. 
j'O-page Catalogue on application. Address 
, :R. O. MOON. Secretary 
Sept. 2, 1880] The Educational Weekly. 
Maury's Geographies 
. AND 
-W-.ALL :::rY-[.APS· 
An original and select series, charming in style, 
'rich in material, and happily adapted to tce use of 
teacher and pupil. From ,all quarters have ccme 
reports containing the following and innumerable 
other. 
TERMS OF COMMENDATION. 
"A gem." 
"A model." 
"A standard." 
"None better." 
;'lJharming Book." 
"Good, very good." 
"A splendid book." 
"By, far the best." 
"I am captivated." 
"They have no equ ~l." 
"AdmiraHe text· book." 
"Easy and interesting." 
"More than a text book." 
"Anew era in this study." 
"Charming and profitable." 
"All that could be de aired." 
"Simple, easy, philosophical." 
"Their superiority conceded." 
• 'Their value is incalculable," 
"Great elegance of typography." 
"Rare merit and great interest." 
"Full of what one wants to kn!>w." 
"Simplicity and great clearness." 
"Something to make pupils think." 
,'We do not ask for better books." 
"Delighted with the whole series." 
"The , whole thing seems vitalized." 
"Maury's Geographies are peerless." 
"A jewel in the way of , a text-book." 
, ' ,'Excellent alike in matter and manner." 
" 'Exceedingly well adapted to the y.oung." 
"Excellent in plan-full in information." 
"No family Library coinplete without it." 
, "A pleasure to teach a class using them." 
'The matured work of a prof"und scholar." 
"The most attractive of all geographies.'.' 
"The ' text·book needed by Normal schools." 
Circulars forwarded upon application, containing 
descriptive letters and testimonials irom which 
the-above fragments were taken, 
Specimens: First Lessons, .36; World we, Live 
in, .75; Manual, $1.20; Physical, $1.50 ; Set of 
• Maps, $10.00. 
-UNIVERSITY piJB. 00 .. ' 
THE EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY. 
THE WEEKLY is sent to subscribers until ordered dis· 
continued and all arrearages all paid as required by law. 
THE NUMBER tollowing YOllr name on .the address 
label is the last number for which you have paid . 
YOUR NAl\lE can not be found on our list unless we know 
the name of your post office and state Please bl!:lr 
this in mind In writing to us. 
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION. 
One year (40 Nos.), ~.50. If paid in advan~e, ' • . 00. 
Six months (20 Nos.), 1.50. H II 1.25. 
Three months (10 Nos.) .75. .65 
Each Monthly Edition, 50 cents a year in advance. 
ADVBRTJSING RATES FOR SINGLE INSBRTIOJII: 
Full Outside Page .. ___ ~o.oo I,One.h.lfCohimn (5 in.) '7.50 
Full Inside !-'age .......... 30,oo I Three Inches . . ___ ........ 5.00 
One·halfInslde Pal?e __ 18.00 Inch Cards ......... .. ... 1.75 
FuJI Column (10 in.) __ • 14.00 I Per Line ..... ................ .IS 
Special Notices, 40 cents per line by count. 
DISCOUNTS. 
2 insertions 10 per cent. 20 insertions 40 per cent. 
4 ., 20 H ff 40" 50 II ., 
10 3 0 " 
Adfl~rUseme"ts rutlnt"n g one m onti, or -more are puo~ 
lished in all the seven ",onthty editions without extra 
charge. 
Copr should be rec~ived by Sa turday noon, previous to 
date 0 issue. 
Each ad"vertising page of THB EDUCATIONAL WBBKLY 
contains three cQlumns, each column ten inches, and one 
inch twelve lines . 
No advertisement will be inserted for less than one dollar. 
Orders from strangers must be paid monthly in advance . 
Address all communications to 
S . R. WINCHELL & CO., Chicago. 
5 T MAR l-' S SCHOOL, Knoxville, Illi .. ois. A Board· ing SchOOl lor Girls'; First-class throughout; a safe Christian home, with the best advantages of education. 
Reference is made to patrons In ne~rly every city in the 
West. [tf] C. W. LEPPINGWELL, D.D., Rector. 
H IGH SCHOOL DEPARTMEN'I of State Nonnal U .. iver.;ity. Special attention i. paid to litting YOUDti: 
men for College. For years its graduates have enter-
ed Harvard, and other Ii ... t-class colleges, without conditions. 
The ~gli.h course presents rare opportunities to young men 
prepanng for business, or yOUDg ladies desiring a thorough 
course of study. For further information address E. J . James, 
M. D., Normal, Ill. 
OHIO CEN'I RAL NORMAL, arui Kiru/nogartl. . Trai"i"l: School. Reorganized with full faculty. Three full courses, OIlC, two', and three . years respect-
Ively Incorporated under State Board of Trustees. This 
is the only Normal School in the Stat~ h;lving a distinct 
Professional Gourse of Study and Practice combined with 
.the me'st thorough academic instruction. 
Address JOHN OGDEN, Prin~, 
Worthington 0 .. 
ILL1NOI~ S'IATE NORMAL ' UNIVERSITY, tOI the ,special preparation of teachers. The full course 01 
study requires three years. Tuition {rei to those who 
pledge themselves to teacb In the state; to others, '30 per 
year. H~h School Departme .. t offers the best advantages 
for prepanng for college or for j>usincss. Tuition, '30 per 
year. Grammar School Departme"t furnIshes excellen, 
facilities for ohtalning a good, practical ~ducation. TUltionr 
'125 per year. Primary Department, a charming place for 
the "little Colks." Term begins March 8,1880, For particu-
Ian address Edwin C. Hewett, President,Normal, Ill. If 
NEW EDITION. 
LATEST--~LARGE8T---BE8T. 
CONTAINS OVER 118,000 Words. 
1928 Pages, 3000 Engra'vings, . 
t60QNEW WORDS and Meanin !S, 
BIOGRAPHICAL DICTI6NA'RY 
of over 9'100 NAl\lES. 
Published 'by O. & C. ' MERRl-AM, Springfield, Mass. 
For Sale or Exchange' A . l~r!\,e M~o:ic Lant.,..n. 
Cost lr<lo. CHAS. J. VI ARD, HOfsehe,;ds, {'hemllng 00., 
N ew York. 
We are greatly' ;"debtetllo your paper [or ~.suc­
cess. More felten Rave pun received sayi1t.1{ iTi"-.1 
tfu)! saw notice in vounjJafJer Ihan in all others eom' 
bined.-PRoF. S. S. HAMiLL, ELOCUl'IeNUST, 
" 
73 
A FRESH BOOK. 
Hailetl with Delight in Educa-
tional Circles. 
A NEW ARITIlIETIC 
CONTAINING 
8horf, Simple, 
Practical and 8cienti1c 
METHODS OF CALCULATION. 
A New Method of computation for every topic 01 
Arithmetic, admitting of an Easy Analysis, and which is 
shorter, more simple, bettet and easier understood, and will 
soon supersede the methods now in use. Valuable Hints 
in the solution of problems, showing how different classes 
c..'lD be solved in the easiest, shortes t and best way, and a 
valuable appendix of mathematical curiosities, puzzles, and 
queries. " 
1 he work contains 194 pages, 10 mo. and will be sent 
on receipt of 
Price In Cloth, 81,00; In Paper, '15 Cts. 
Descriptive circulars and recommendattons sent on 
applic.'\tion. 
Address, J. F. LANING, 
NKWONDON, 0., Aut~or and Publishcl . 
Tho Pionoof and only Shoot 
IN AMERJ.CA 
Devoted to Kinde1'ym'ten Oultu1'e and Ed-
ucational Hygiene in Home and School: 
The Kindergarten Messenger 
_ ' AND 
The New Education, 
edited by ProC W. N. HA ILMANN. 
T,erms : : One copy-yearly, 
'Single copies, 
Address Publishers, 
$1.00 
LOc 
DOE~FLINGER BOOK & ·PUB. CO. 
Milwaukee, Wis. 
TEACllERSI 
THE ' 
Common-School Qnostion Book. 
A Valuable Book jor every Teacher and S/udm/. 
Entarged EditiOlJ, r879. 
By A. H, CRAIG. g5QO Important and Practical Ques·§.50' O tiona clearly answered, compiled . 
rom t e following twelve different branches of stu y as used 
in our Common aad High Schools: U. S. History, Geog>' 
rap"y. Grammar, Arithmetic, Reading, Orthography, P,,,-
maNs/,ip, Participles a"d J"fi"itifJe!t. Civil GOvernment, 
Par/ia",e"tarJ' Lawl a~"d l:Izare~. l'hysiolopr and Anat .. 
omy, PhysiCal Geography. (The departments ,n italicI are 
t~onal ones.) 
12mo, cloth, 340 pages, .1.50.~ 
Sample copy sent to any address on receipt of price. 
A! GRAND WOJlK POR REVIEWS IN SCHOOLS. 
Club Rat •• for Teachers. 
AGENTS WANTED. 
S. B. WINCHELL ~ CO, 
P ·ublishers,. Chicago, IU. 
LEE & SHEPARD, Boston . 
Report of Examinations of Schools of Norfolk €G. 
By GRORGE A. WALTON, • 
Ap"t 0/ Stat, Board- o{ Btl#cat/q". 
Paper, SOC. net. 
"One arthe most interesting and i nstructive Etlucatiana'l 
Documents.ever publi~hed.'~-TriM"u, N~ y ........ 
"The widos! possillle cin:Wation .hould be ' &lYen to' tlUa 
documeD~"'-7J"".r, CA"'ctJgtl. . . ' 
Bent by mail, po&tpald. on receipt of S5 CIII. ' 
. - , 
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POINTED EXPRESSIONS .uEiij'" EXAMINE the most Original Book of the yea1' ; SAMPLE OOPY: 
to any Teacher, (post-paid), 25 Oents. 
CONCERNING . 
PRACTICAL LES.)ONS IN ENGLISH. GILDERSLEEVE'S LATIN SERIES. LANGUAGE LESSONS RECONCILED ~O GRAMMAR. 
By J. M . B. SILL, Sup't of Schools, DBTIIOIT, MICH . 
ESSENTIALS EXHA USTIVELY TREATED. "A masterpiece." 
"Particularly good." 
I . Careful a nd thorough drill in the structure ~nd c1assifi-
~'\tj on of sentences. See Arts. I to 7. 9,32,35,37, _p , 
42, and 78. 
2 . An excellent and convenient system of analysis. 
Arts. 58, 59.81, .107, 113, 135, [68,364, etc. 
8. Thefivl forms of the English verb. See 508 and 521. 
9· The verb-phrase,pp. 145;146, 147. Aats. 615,617, and 
618. 
10. Number is treated with great brevity and completeness, 
PP·49 to 53· 
'Singular felicity." 
"Incomparably good." 
"Absolutely without a rival." 
'I cannot speak too highly of it." 
"Its suggestiveness is wonderful." 3· An originallreatment of nou1f,.phrasu, avoiding unsa t. 
. is factory analyses and us~less rules. Arts. '9 to 197. 
... . A new and greatly improved treatment of the vCl'h. 
II. Thepossessive case receives special a ttentton . "A remarkably fine piece of work." 
Arts. 262 to 286 . "All praise would seem superfluous." 
Arts . 492, 508, 5~, 5u. 5I2, 513, 521, and 586, to 598. 
s. A simple but effective treatment of pronouns. 
Arts. 335, 33?, and 337. 
12. Note the selections of pure and pleasing English, ele-
gantly illustra ted, for exercises. Art. II , 180, 181, 378, 
487, 663 and 784. 
"A masterly exhibition. of Latin Syntax." 
"A monument of scholarly taste and tact." 
"Singularly clear, striking, and original." 
"While all is scholarly, everything is -clear." 6. Difficult adjestive-phrases with their parsini:, p . 105. 
7· Comparison ia greatly simplified, pp. 107 to Ill . 
13. It is made brief by the omissioD of the following non-
essentials. 
"A decided improvement on anything published." 
"The Syntax of Gildersleeve is a mine of wealth." 
"With no other series have I been so successful." 
N'o:n.-Esse:n:t:l.a.1s O:n:1i:t1ied.. 
I . The learning of useless details, confusing disti nctions 
aDd complicated sub ·divisions. 
2. The classification of nouns. A hstrad nouns not men-
tioned, aDd participial nouns placed w;th verbals, 
where they Delong. Art. 604. 
7· The incomprehensible definitions of a sentence and a 
verb until something is known of the powers of the 
latter-the vi tal, central and ruliog word in speech. 
See Art. 5, etc. The above are ~ctual terms of praise .and ap-
proval taken from the letters and testimonials of -
accomplished teachers who have tested the quality 
ofthese celebrated books. 
3· Cases, except theposslssive, pp. 58, 72, and 73. 
.. . The la.ws "'lytlta.X, relating to nouns . because unnec. 
\ essary. 
5· Subordinate clasfi'Cs of pronouns . A pronoun is a pro-
noun, aDd nothing morc,unless conjunctive or relative, 
P ' 77-
6. Nosub-divislOns of adj ectives, pp. 100 to 105. The ac-
clent puzzle oC pronominal adjectives. Bee I:.esson 
. LXXXVIII. 
8, The monstrous absurdilY called conJugati01l, with Its 
vot'ces. moods, persons, numbers, etc. Re:ii.d the "Pre_ 
face." See Chap . I, and Arts. 535 to 554. . 
9· The slavish imitation of LatiD and Greek grammars, 
The trealInent of the language as it mig'" have been, 
but not as it is. 
• 10. The dull, uninteresting s tyle that makes th e study 0 
langua1e a 'borelo the pupil. Samples mailed: Primer, 65 cts.; Grammar, 95; 
Reader, 70; Exercise Book, 70. 200 pp. 12 mo. Beautifully 1"winted, hOlmd and illustrated. 
'INTRODlICTION, l8e. EXCHANGE, 36e. UNIVERSITY' PUB. GO, 
A. S. BARNES & CO., Publishers, NEW YORK and CHICAGO. 19 Murrail St., New York. 
PUBLISHERS' /'fOTES. 
, -Bond's Staff-Ruled Writing' Books may be ordered from ,Jansen, McClurg 
& Co. and Chicago Stationer •. 
- The first form of this paper was sent to press tltree times before it could 
come out successfully. Two serious accidents occurred in the press·room, 
which were mo.t annoying and caused tw~nty four hour~ delay. 
- -Some· ~ho receive this copy of the W"EEK!,Y may wish to subscribe but 
have not the money to spare now, - Our subscription rates permit any name 
\0 be ent .. red at the reduced rate of two dollars if the money is sent within 
thirty days. Do not delay if you wou'd like the paper. Send us word by 
postal. 
.-Send to S. R. Winch~ll & Co" Chicago, for terms to agents for the sale 
of Crai~'s Common School .Qlustion B ook. A hundred canvassing' agents are 
wanted in every western state. Forty-two thousand copies have been sold, 
and. foro/-two _tho."sand more are on the way. Retail price, $1.50. Single 
.eoples WIll be mailed to any address on receIpt of price. 
. -The publishers of the WEEKLY wish to employ two or more competent men 
-in each state west of Oh;o.to travel and represent their publications to teachers. 
The most liberal commissions will be allowed. Now is the time to begin. the 
, work-at the opening of the school year, and all who are not dtherwise en-
gaged will dc.. well to make application at o~ce, giving experiecne and references. 
-Will ~ot every one who reads this paper make it a point to recommend it 
to some fnend, and see that the subSCription price is forwarded at once for 
one of the eight different editions? The General Monthly edition is prepared 
with special reference to its use in schools, and contains no local news items; 
the six slate editions contain each a couple of pages of such items. 
-If any subs.:riber fails to receive the WEEKLY, notice to that effect should 
be.senUo the p ublishers. Copies sometimes get lost in the mails, or there 
may be an unintentional omission of a name froni our list. In any case a 
second copy will be lIlailed on receipt of Jlotice.· . 
.-:-Th«: binder for the WREKI.Y which has been promised certain of our sub. 
scnBers 1S not yet r. .. ady for delivery. After considerable delay it was found 
-that new papers haa to be made out for the patent, so that it wilL be a month 
or two yet before any can be dHivered. :fhis is the explanation given by t)le 
.manufacturer. We hope all will be patient. ":' 
-Thanks for this relief-not the least of which is a good pen . . The Ester. 
broo_k Steell'en Company, of New Yprk and Philadelphia, are constantly in 
receIpt of spontaneous expressions of approval of their Falcon, Telegraphic 
and other Pens, as being the best the writers ever used. To be had of all 
.tationen;, 
-' 
-We desire to call the attention of such of our readers as may be contem-
plating house-keeping, or who are replenishing their stock of house-furnishing 
necessaries, to the card of Mr. Charles L. Hadley, Cooper Institute, New 
York City, where may be found in stock a complete assortment of White and 
Decorated French China, and English Porce"lain Dinner, Tea, and Chamber 
Sets, etc., etc., as well as all Metal and WOoaen Wares. This firm has. long 
made a sqeciality of sending their wares throughout the country, on receIpt of 
P. O. Mdney Order or by Express C. O. D. ; and, as. they are reliabl~ ,and 
experienced, ' this is .often of great advantage to our friends at a dIstance 
Catalog and Price-list mailed free on application. 
-The preparation of this number of the WEEKLY has been accomplished 
un'der numerous and increasing difficulties. Vacation was protracted as long 
as ,possible before undertaking it and then the advertisers continued to clam-
or for space till the publication was not only delayed but over-crowded, an"d 
we were obliged to enlarge the paper. We are pleased with our advertisi~g 
patronage, but neither timo: nor space will permit us to make the specIal 
mention which we had intended in many instances' 
HORSFORD'S ACID PHOSPHATE 
In Consnmpalon, Dyspepsia, Etc. 
I have used 'Horsford's Acid Phosphate in several case3 of dyspepsia to my 
general satisfaction; and also have tried it in two consumption cases where I 
think it has done them a service. ' 
MIDDLETOWN, O. J. H. FORESTER, M: D. 
MICHIGAN,-The fall term at the No~mal will commence Tuesday Sept. 
14; examination of applicants the preceding day. 
It i.! announced that a complete change is to take place in the management 
of the Detroit Post and Tribune. ,The statement has been made that James 
McMillan and Congressman Newberry have purchased. a inajority of the stock 
of the concern of Hiram Walker; tp.at Messrs. Jas. L. Stone and C. K, 
Backus will be superseded in the management of the paper; that it will 
hereafter be run in the i~terest of the repUblican party and not of one par" 
ticular clique or ring; and that new life, energy, and "im are to be infus~d ' 
into its columns. , 
Hon. Philo Parsons; of Detr<;>it, has given $50,000 to Olivet College. Mr. 
Parso~s has been a liberal benefactor to this college in years past. 
Pro~. Char~es C. Ramsey takes the chair of mathematics at Battle Creek . 
. College. · A.bout SOO papils are in attendaneo: 
.. 
) . 
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THE MASON 
PROBLEMS IN ARITHMETIC, 
500 Problems on 500 Slips oj Card Board, 
with Key, Price of Box $7.00 Postpaid. 
. From PRIN. A. E. BOURNE, Woodstock, 111. 
"Ve have tried them and we approve the plan," 
From PRIN. J. W. COKBNOWER, Sullivan, 111 . 
"I think them a good thing." 
From SUPT. W. W . W. JONES, Lincoln, Ncb. 
" I think they are fully worth all you claim for them.' 
. From P RIN. W . S. MILLS, Joliet, Ill. 
"They arc a great help in the class room:' 
From S UPT. AARON GOVE, Denver, Col. 
"I feel sure that 1 shall find them very helpfuL" 
FromEclc .tic T~aclur, LOUlsville, Ky. 
"They are convenient for use in topical examinations." 
From PRIN. J. N . WILKINSON,.Peofla, Ill. 
"When I taught that subject I bought bristol hoard and 
wrote the topics. It vexes me to think that I dId not have 
yours,-so much nea ter, and chea per, and better.H 
POINTS. 
I. The colors are' graded according to the dIfficulty of the 
subject. 
•. They may be used day after day with the same class of 
pupils, and be continually fresh to each pupil. 
3. There is no better or quicker way to review, r~71i'ew, 
RBVIEW: ' 
4. These proDlemshavc been sold in seventfen different 
states' 
5. They are intelligently printed and readily understood. 
6. They are practical. 
7. They are not designed as puzzles for high school pupIl •• 
... and yet they are not too easy for such pupils. 
atnples oJ five ·colors will be sellt in response to a 
• three cent stamp. 
8. R. WINCHELL ~ CO., 
.' CHiCAGO, ILL 
WHITE AND DECORATED 
French China antI English Porcelain 
ATLOW PRICES, . 
Fjne White French China Dinner Sets, 125 pieces 30.00 
FlOe White French China Tea Sets, 44 pieces 7.00 
Fiue Gold·band French China Tea Sets, 44 pieces 8 .50 
Richly D ecorated French Chma Tea Sets. 44 pIeces 12.00 
'- hamber Sets, II pieces, 54.25: white 3.00 
White English Porcelain Dinner Sets, 100 pieces 14.00 
Silver-plated Dinner Knives, per dozen 3 .00 
AL~O ALL HOUSEFURNISHING GOODS. 
New Illustr.t, d Catalog.and P,ice·Lis t ma iled tree on ap· 
plication. Estimates rurOlshed . 
C. L. HADLEY, COOllel' It)stltute, N • . Y. City. 
Orders boxed and placed on Car or Steamer,free of charge' 
Seut C. O. D. or P . O. Money Order. 
BOOKKEEPING ATA GLANCE. 
Just out. Teaches double entry thoroughly in a few 
hours, as used in the Jarges: houses. p a iled for 50 cents 
Agents wanted everYE~eLEI BERTZ & ·CO .• 
17 Marion St .. New York City. 
!!!! Only Medicine 
That Acts at the Samo Timo on 
The Liver, the Bowals and the Kidneys. 
These great organs Ilre the nllt ural clenns· 
erB ot (lte system. If they work well. h ealth 
~~~~d~~1 ~~~::;~J ~;e ~::;l tg~g?l~\~ ;l~gged, 
TE~RIB.LE SUFFERINC • . 
Biliousness, Jlolltlilehe, Dyspopsia, Jaun· 
dice, COlIstilllltiell an(l Piles, or Kid· 
ney Complaints, Gravel, Diabetes, 
or ltlteumatie Pains and Aches, 
~:I~I~etvbe~o~~,~~~';"Utt'llth:h~~,:!d I~.rvo~s~~gg 
expelled naturally. 
KIDNEY.WORT 
~11l restore tlto helllthy action and al1 these 
destroying evils will be banished; neglect 
U\f.g'o~~Jd~'t:~~I~~~~ ~~~tg. s~~.~rit"nd you 
will add one more to the number. Take It 
Ilndhealth will once more gladden your hellrt. 
If':t:b!:~~=t:~~:S~;!::::~D:l~::t 
KmNlly.WoRT wl1l cure yOll. Try 11 pack· 
age Ilt once and be satlsfled. 
It 18 a dry veuetable compound and 
One Package tIIllkes six qnllrts of Medicine. 
YOllr Dr'IIU(Jlat haa it, or ?Dill (Jet It fOl' 
11°11. In8/8t "pon havin(J it. P l"ice, $!".()(). 
WELLS. IUCBWSON " CO;, l'rcprletorl. 
I Q (Wllloe.d pool pold.) Burllnctoa, Vt. 
_.>f _1f_1f_ 1f -
GINN & HEATH 
. Have removed their Wes tern Branch H ouse from 46 ~{ad­
Ison to larger a ud more central room~ 
56 State Street . 
Where. they will be pleased to see the teachers of the West 
when III Chicago. Their list of Standard School Books is 
cOl)stantly 2rowing in favor with the really PROGRESSIVE 
EDUCATORS oftbe country. 
ENGLISH GRAMMAR. 
Elementary Lessons in English, by Knox & Whitney 
'reachers' edition of above. . 
,whitney's Essentials of English Grammar. 
r eachers' Manual of abo·.·e. 
Gilmore's Outline-A Manual of General Grammar and 
Introduction to Rhetoric-for High Schools and Academies. 
MATHEMATICS AND SCIENCE. 
Wentworth's Geometry and Algebra. 
Hill's Geometry for Beginners. 
Dolbear & Gage's Natural Philosopy. 
Science Primers about .Pebbles, Common Plants, Sponges, 
;~da1:~:~I1\lsca, ' Vorms, Insects, Frogs, Reptiles, Metals, 
GEOGRAPHY. 
"Our World," Nos. 1 and 2. 
F itz Globes 6 and 12 111. 
Joslin Globei 6,12 and 1 8. 
Johnson'S School Maps. . 
Ginn & Heath'~ Classical Atlas. 
LITER4TURE. 
Hudson's Shakspere. 
Arnold's Manual. 
Sprague's Irving, Paradise Lost and Lycidas. Also handy 
school editions of tltirk, We~ster, Hacon (30 essays), Word •• 
worth. Colndge, Burns, AddIson and Goldsmilh. 
Craik' • .Philolo~ical Study 01 "Julius Ca:sar" 
HParlement of Foules" and "English of XlV Century." 
INTELLIGENT TEACHERS every where need not 
he re~inded that all first class schools and colleges use 
exc;luslVely 
Allen & Greenough's Latin Course. 
Goodwin & White's Greek Course 
Mason's National Music Course. ' 
Send fCor full descriptive Catalog. 
GINN & HEATH, 
56 State Street, CWeago. 
H UP EF~~D EAF 
Barmore's Artificial Ear Drums 
PERFECTLY RESTOBETHE HEARING' 
and pet:forrn 'he work ot t.he NaturAl DruOl.. 
Always tn pOSition, bot IDYlalble to othe.... All 
COllversation Rnd cven whi8pers beard dis tlnct.ly. We 
re~:d~.~ho.e '!:~"~'CA:~(~{f~ d.tt(c~f.~tve circular. 
8. W. (Joruer lith'" Race 8""', Olnalnnatl, 0. 
THE 
STUDENT'S SHAKESPEARE. 
A scholarly, philosophical, and thorou&h Analys is of the 
great maSler of the English tongue,b, HENRY J . Fox, D. D. 
This vplume, embracing over Five 1I1. {I 'tSa1~d SUbJects 
topi Cc'llly a rranged, is designed to place at immediale com-
mand every important thought which the greatest of English 
po,.ts has. given to the world. 
PRICE AND STYLE OF BINDING. 
Extra cloth. 85 .00 I H alf Russia, Ex. gilt, jl8.00 
Library leather, 6.00 Full Mor. giltcpgt't 1.0.00 
Half Morocco, 7.00 l'ull Russia, gilt edlte, 10.00 
Sold to subscribers ouly, payable and deliyery without 
cost of carriage . 
Discriptive circulars and specimen pages forwarded on 
appli cation, a nd subscriptions .received by 
B. A. FOWLER & CJO, Publishers, I . 
8 Ha.wley Street, Boston, Mass. 
X. fiaM. Agents wanted iN cu,,. Edtecalional lnsti'" 
tio,., Town, City, a"d State. 
"Vassar Oo11ege, 
. POUGHKEEPSIE, N. Y., 
FOR THE LmERAL EDUCATION OF WOMEN. 
Examinations for entrance, Sept. t5th. Catalogues sent on 
application to .W. L . DEAN, Registrar. , 
Nervous Debility 
CJured WUhout Medicines . 
Onr SI,eel .. 1 Galvanic Appliances reach at once 
the seat of disease, and their E lectro-Galvanic action IS 
upon the cent e of the NERVOUil, MUSCULAR, and 
GENERATIVE SYSTEMS. 
SPEEDLY R ESTORES THE 
"V:J:TA.L FOB.OES, 
LOS7' MANHO D. 
And curing the '\vorst cases of Seminal Weakness . Exhaus-
tion , Impotency, and ail Diseases and Weakntss of the 
Urino.genital organs. 
YOUNG MEN suffering from early indiscretiJn lack nerve 
force and fail to attain st rength . M.IDDLE.AGED MEN 
of len lack vigor. While OLD MEN attribute t/uir loss ~f 
energy and vitahty to the natural progress of age 
aud decay. To one and all we can say that nature merely 
wants aid, NA TuRAL aid, which our a appliances 
give WiTHOUT DRUGGiNG THE STOMA CH. We 
guarrantee a cure in every case short of structural de-
generation. Special illustrated . pamphlet sent in s.aled 
envelope on receipt of 6 cents postage. Consultation free. 
Office hours, 9 A M. to 5 P. M. . 
WOllEN suffering from any weakness peculiar to their 
sex should send for our ·.pecial circular explaining our im .. 
improved electrical Ovarian Supporters, etc. 
AMERICAN GALVANIC CO., 
134 illa,Uson St., Chicago, DI., Rooms 1 8& 2 
Organ for only Sso cash, d irect from factory, to Sabbath-
Schools,· and clergymen ;\t cost, plain wa.lnut 5 octave, 
double reed, 7 stops, OJl!an nicely fini shed, complete in every 
respect and warranted for five ye~rs. 
PEERLE8~ ORGAN ro., Po" Colden, N. J. 
INTE~ESTING: ANNOUNOE'KENT 
To Teachers, Students, Clerks, 
AND OTH;ERS. 
You can have thorout'h instruction by ma.il In any branch 
within the Common and High School Cou ' ses, including . 
Bookkeeping and Sciel ce . 
This offer is not intended for those who can aUena geod 
schl/cls, but for those .hut out from these privileges and 
obliged to climb alone. 
Success guaranteed. Prcceu scientific. Work inter-
esting. Address W~ H. MILLER, 
BUNKER HILL, lli. 
PII\IPLES, FRECKLES AND BLACK HEADS • . U ' USICkL KNOWLEDGE MADE EA-SY. P<.()f. 
D r. Geo. ~. Stordard. ' .• 26 Nlag:'r:l St., Buffalo, N. Y., Rice's Magical In,tant Music "t. aching Piano, Organ. 
for 3<:> cents In stamps . matls uMedlcated Cream," an ab- and Guitar Charts, dc., '1.00. Most rapid, correct s~tem 
s.olutely sure and harmeless cure. It removes . roe...,. otCe on earth. Agents wantea. Save Ihe Adv't aud .end (or 
III 4 days, leaVIng fa~e sr.otles.. Money returned if it fails . Free m,!sic. and terms to 243 State St., Chicago. Ill. 8pec1al 
We know It II. be rehab e.-BaH". offer .... a me lectuN to earnest leach ..... 'etc. " 
'" 
· ~ 
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GROWTH OF THE PUBLIC SCHOOL. 
In an old book of mine is a dialogue something like this: 
Zeus. "Here, Vulcan, split my head open." -
Vulcan. ..y ou command me to do a terrible deed, 0 Zeus, which I dare 
not attempt." 
Zeus. "Never fear, but do what I bid you. B~ing your great aKe, and 
strike hard. Now I am ready. Proceed." And Vulcan obeyed. He struck 
great Zeus on the forehead with the edge of his heavy aKe, a crushing blow 
-when lo ! out stepped Minerva in complete armor, with shield, and belmet, 
and coat of-mail; while Zeus stood there, as good as new. Thus, we are 
told, thought issues from t,he brain of the king of gods in full panoply .. 
The only other instance of a similar sudden and full-fledged creation that 
occurs to me is tbat of the first Adam; but, on recurring to the history, 
there is nothing to show that the creation was so sudden. He may have de-
veloped from the oyster. ' In ~hecase of the modern Adams, however, there 
seems to have been, recently, an awakening to the defe('ts of the schools of 
Massachusetts, as sudden as the birth of Minerva-and with no less con-
sciousness of wisdom. ' 
With these exceptions I know of nothing-certainly' no-public institutions, 
created full-grown 'and mature out, of nothing. Every created thing is born -
pain and weakness,has its days ofinfancy and childhood, and at length its 
period of perfected strength. So it , was _ with our gove~nment. So it has . 
been with the system of public schools. They originated in the necessity-
to quote the quaint language of the founders-"ihat learning may not · be 
huried in tJi.e graves of our ' fathers." By slow degrees, as new necessities 
arose, the schools were modified to meet wants that were felt. To illustrate. 
The first appropriation of the public funds to educational purposes was that of 
£400,'in 1636, to "set up" "ye university at Cambridge"-'then a first rate 
high school, whatever it may have become since. To this first step let me 
here call the attention of those persons who have been laboring to abolish 
high schools-presidents of the oldest colleges, and governors of the largest 
states; and the little echoes of these. Oddly enough the first part of the pub. 
lic school system that was established, is the very part which the opponents 
of that system seek to destroy.-Supt. A. P. Marble. 
Notes. 
-Dr. Wm. T. Harris will receive $1,000 for a course of lectures which -he 
will deliver at Ha rvard University next winter, also $500 each for lectures 
which he will deliver at two otber colleges. So says the Inter Ocean. 
-By a unanimous vote tbe Trustees of Hanover College, the oldest in the 
state of Indiana, have decided to admit young women on the same terms as 
young men. The institution is under Presbyterian control and it is nearly the 
last of tbe fifteen Protestant colleges of the state to accept co·education. 
-Hon. J. H. Smart, State Superintendent of Indiana, bas been appointed -
a member of tbe C(;mmission of tbe United States International Exhibition, 
to be held in New York City in 1883. He was also elected President of th~c 
. National Educational Association for the ensuing year. 
-Dr. Abbie M. Cleaves, of , DavenpOlt, Iowa, long a student of Iowa Col-
lege, Grinnell, and then a graduate of the medical department of lowa State 
University, has been appointed principal physician of the State Lunatic Asy-
lum, Harrisburg, Pa., at tbe snug salary of $ 1,200 per annum. She was for., 
a time a physiCian in the Iowa State Insane Asylum at Mount Pleasant. 
-County Superintendent S. F. Hoge, of Greene county, Pa., issued a cir: 
cular letter to school directors, ;mnouncing also ti.e August examinations of 
teachers.. This be distributed freely, accompanied by a list of educationa,l 
journals with subscription prices, and a blank form for ordering one or more 
of the list. It is such enterprise on the part of the county superintendent tli~t 
improves the character of the schools. ' 
-Hon, J. M. Gregory, late President of Illinois Industrial University, 
Champaign, Ill., has consellted to give a limited number of popular lectures 
on literary and educational subjects, or on political and social science. Col-
leges, and educational institutions whose ' graduates engage in teaching may 
perhaps secure from' Pres. Gregory a short series of lectures on Pedagogies to 
the graduating class His long connection with the work of popular educa-
tion has eminently fitted him to be a teacher of tbe people, and that institution 
or society will be favored which, secures one or more addresses from so suc-, 
cessful a scholar and educator. 
IF YOU CON~EMPLATE CHANGING SCHOOL BOOKS, AND DESIRE THOSE WHIClt~HAVE BEEN 
.SATISFACTORILY TESTED IN THE SCHOOLS 
AND ABE 
·BEST ·· lIKED BY THE BEST TEACHERS, . 
E :x: A :::h.t1: I N E 
MONROE'S REA.,lmS, GREENE'S GRAMMARS AND LANGlJAGE SERIES. 
, 
MON ROE'S READING CHARTS, 
MONROE'S SPELLERS • 
II The old Reliable." They still retain their popularity and eKtensive 
.. 
The Wlwte Series was prepared by a practical teacher of Reading, 
wliose methods hav'e never been equalled. 
This series, by one author, is far superio~ in uniformity, harmony and 
adaptability to others in which the books of different grades were arranged by 
~ different persons. ' 
sale. No other Gramml.rs are so well known and so generaHy liked. 
WARREN'S NEW GEOGRAPHIES. 
Used in Chicago, St. Louis, Boston, Albany and Philadelphia Schools. 
Warren's Brief Course is specially adapted for use in ungraded schools. 
New editions for 1880, showing all recent political 'changes. 
SP.ECI~L EDITION FOR ILLINOiS, with full descriptive text and Ask,teachers in the public school~ of Indianapolis, Peoria,. Rockford and 
other cities if ,they ~e willing to exchange them for any others. . double page State and County Map. 
, . 
HAGAB'S MathemctUcaZ Series. BEBABD'S New U. S. History. GOODBICH'S New Child's History. 
BQYSE'S American Literat'Ulre. APPLETON'S Young Chemist and Qual-itative Analysis., 
~iberal terms fOI: .ex~mination and first . introduction. ' Address the publishers" 
, . 
CO-W-PERTH'W" AIT & CO., F· s. ~ELDEN, 
PHILA-DELPHI!, l'A •. or- 25 Washlngton St., -Chicago. 
, . 
-, 
" 
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Teachers 
Need books they have not. I need school and 
college 'text-books that teachers have and do loot 
care to keep. I therefore submit the following list 
from which you may find some· books you would 
like to have in exchange for the school books you 
do not need. . 
This list comprises only a part of my stock. I' 
offer any of these at the low price designated either 
for 'cash ur in exchange for ~chool books,for which 
I will allow a fair price. Teachers having school 
books to sell or exchange are invited to send to the 
undersigned a list of the same, and he will state 
he can use. Will also supply any book in the what 
market in exchange for school books. 
Cash orders are also respectfully solicited either 
for school books or miscellaneous, single volumes, 
, or in quantities, and prices wili be very low. ! can 
furnish many school books ~t one-half wholesale 
pilc." in good condition. 
DICTIONARIES. 
LIPPINrOTT' S Pronouncing Gazetteer of the 
" World, latest fresh, 8.00 
Older Editions. 3.00 
CENTENNIAL Gazetteer of the U. S .• sheep . 6.00 2.00 
WE1lSTER'S Unabridgecl; latest, new, 9.00 
LEMPRIERE'S Classical Dicti~nary, cloth, 1.85 
sheep ,· 7S 
WALKER'S Dictionary, with Key. 10,000 Ad-
ditional Words, 1.40 net. 
BALD WIN'S Pronouncing Gazetteer, So net. 
BALLE'S Pronouncing Dictionary I sheep, 40 net. 
REID'S English Dictionary, s . . 2.00 50 
OSWALD'S Etymological Dictionary, 50 
REV. R. PARSON'S Biographical Dictionary, s. 1.50 50 
WEBSTER'S Counting House and Family Dic-
tionary. 
The Lover's Dictionary, A Poetiral Treasury 
'of Lovers' Thoughts, Fancies, and .Addresses, 3.00 1 .00 
Add Miscel 
H. HOOD'S Complete Works, 7 vols. s. 5.00 set. 
BISHOP HOPKINS. View of Slavery, 40 
PHELPS. Dramatic Stories, 1.50 1.00 
.A. of JOHN HALIFAX. A Woman's Thoughts 
About Women, 1·50 SO 
T. S. ARTHUR. Advice to Young Ladies, 1.50 50 
AMES. Sex in Industries, s. . 1.25 SO 
AUGUSTUS K. GARDNER. Our Children, s. 1·50 50 
MRS. E. P. W. PACKARD. Mrs Packard's 
Prison Life, 50 
PRIOR. Goidsmith's Miscellaneous Works, 
vol. ' 1. SO 
M. BROWN. Wit and Humor, s. 1.50 50 
DISRAELI. Quarrels of Authors, vol. 2, s. 1.75 50 
'lhc Mirror of Character, 1·50 50 
MATHEWS , The Great Conversels, 1.75 75 
CAPT. MAYNE llEID. Old People, s. 1.50 75 
OZANAM. Land of the Cid, 1.00 30 
SWIFT'S Works, 1.00 50 
Nathaniel Hawthorne, s. .150 50 
T . G. APPLETON. Chequer.Work, 1.50 75 
MRS. STOWE. Lady Byron, s.. 1.50 75 
CLARKE. The Building ofa Brain, s. 1.25 50 
FLORENCE McLANBURGH. The ·Automa· 
ton Ear, 1.50 75 
MATHEWS. Words: Their Uses and Abuses, s . '.00 85 
MATHEWS. Hours with Men and Books, "00 85 
TAYLOR. Summer Savery, 1.00 60 
TROS. L. WILSON. Atrocities of the Rebellion, 1·50 50 
WILKE. Walks About Chicago, and Other Pa· 
pers, 1 .00 net. 
CARLETON. Our New Way Around the World, 2.00 50 
FULLER. Grand Transformation Scenes, 1.50 40 
HUTCHINSON. Try Cracow and ·the Carpath· 
ians, s. 2.00 75 
The Love Life of Dr. Kane, _ 1.75 50 
SHEPHERD. The History of the English Lan-
guage, s . 1.50 75 
J. G . HOLLAND. Plain Talk on Familiar Sub-
jects, s' , '1·50 75 
Haeready's Reminiscences and Diaries, 2.50 ] .00 
IJASC9M. The Science of Beau\y, s. 1·50 75 
<sTEFFENS. German UniverSIty Life, s . I .SO 75 
RADICAL FREELANCE ESQ. The Philoso-
phers of ~'onfonvill e, s. . 
BEECHER. L:fe Thoughts, 
ANNIE NELLIS. Scraps, 
GOBRIGHT. Men and Things at Washington, 
DIXON. The Valley and tlte Shadow, 
WM. ARTMAN and L. V. HALL. Beauties 
and Achievements of the Blind, . 
FREMAN HUNT. W orth and Wealth, MaXIms 
for Merchants a nd Men of Business, s . 
EMELINE LOTT. Harem Life, 
WM. ROHERT CHAMBERS. Treasury of 
Knowledge, 
MICHELET. Woman, 
G. NAP HEGYI. Ghardaia. 90 
Desert, s. 
• 
Days in the 
MACAULAY. Miscellaneous Essays and Poems 
I vol. 
PARSON BROWNLOW'S Book. 
MISS PENNY. 5 '0 Employments Adapted to 
Women, s. 
FRANKLIN'S Works, 3 vo!. . sheep, 
BLAIR'S Rhe toric, (University Ed) sheep, s · 
COUSIN. Lecture. on the True Beautiful and 
Good, s. 
THE EARL and THE DOCTOR. South Sea . 
Bubbles, s . 
ANN ELIZA YOUNG. Wife No. '9. sheep. 
MRS. T. B. H . STENHOUSE. Tell it All, A 
Woman·s Lit e in Polygamy, sheep, 
LORENZO D OW'S Complete W orks, 
RUFUS WILMOT GRISWOLD. Prose Writ· 
ers of America, sheep, 
. S . HAWES. Synchronology of Ancient and Mod· 
ern Hislory, 
1.50 75 
1·50 50 
1.50 50 
1.50 50 
1.50 40 
1.50 30 
1 .50 so 
1.75 50 
50 
1.50 50 
1.50 75 
1.50 75 
50 
3.00 J 00 
2 .00 100 
2 . 50 1.00 
3.00 1 .00 
1.00 
100 
5 .00 2 ,00 
1.00 
----Life and Saying. of Mrs. Partington 1.50 50 
W. L . ALDEN. Domestic Explosions, s, 1.25 6; 
HOLLAND. Timothy Titcomb's Letters, s. 1 .50 75 
BEADLEY. Life in Utah or Mysteries of Mor· . 
monism, 
Historic Incidents and Life i D India, 
RELIGIOUS. 
CROSBY. Notes on joshua, 
CROSBY'S Notes on the New Testament, 
BROWN. B, on the Gospels, 
MRS. JULI1\. M'NAIR WRIGHT. Secrets 01 
the Convent and Confessional, 
PATTERSON. The American Episcopate, 
SMILES~ Huguenots, 
SPALDING. History of Protestant Reformat<on, 
HOPKINS. Evidences of Christianity, 
BEECHER. Morning and Evening Exercises, 
WHITTLE. Memoir of P . P. Bliss, 
TAMES SMITH. Christiana's Defence, 
THORNWELL. T's Collected Writings, 
BUCKS. B's Theologicru Dictionary, 
BELLAMY. True Religion Delineated, 
------Memorial Volume A. B. C. T . M., 
-----The Bible in the Public Schools, 
F . G. BEHARREL. Bibical Biography, sheep, 
SWEDEN BORG. True Christian Religion, 
WILSON. Unitarian Principles Confirmed by 
Trinitarian Tcstimonie;s, 
NORTON . . Genuineness of the Gospels, 
ADAMS. Friends ofCh£is t, 
WINSLOW. The Christian Doctrines, 
BURRIS. The Triuity. 
ANDE RSON. On Reieneration, 
A. J. GRAHAM. The Hartford Bible Conven-
tion, 
KING and HOBBS. Debate-Endless.Punish-
meat, 
UPHAM. Divine Union, 
MAHAN. Natural Theology,· 
. RUSSELL. Pulpit Elocution, 
RIPLEY. Sacred Rhetoric, 
REV. J. H. INGRAHAM. The Throne oC Da-
vid. 
EDWARD HENRY BICKERSTETH. The 
Rock of Ages. 
BEECHER. Yale Lectures on Preaching, 
ANTH.oNY GAYIN. The Great Red Dragon 
or the Master Key to Popery, 
BARROWS. Sacred Geognphy and Antiquities, 
DEMPSTER. Letters and Addresses, 
HORN. Hom's Introduction, 
BALLOU. Th.e Divine Character Vindicated, 
'.00 
45Q 1.50 
75 
50 
7~ 
1 .0 0 
50 
75 
75 
1.00 
50 
50 
75 
75 
50 
50 
75 
50 
3.00 1·75 
1.00 
75 
75 
50 . 
50 
50 
50 
50 
75 
75 
50 
50 
75 
50 
1.00 
75 
1.00 
1.00 
75 
50 
FORMBY. The Pictorial Bible and Church His. 
tory, 
HUIDLKOPER. Judaism of Rome, 
BICKERSTETH. Yes terday, To.day, and For-
ever, 
REV. J . B. ROBINSON. Infidelity Answered. 
REV. R. W . CLARK. Heaven and Its Emblems 
KIDDER. A Treatise on H omiletics ' 
NOYES. Theological Essays, ' 
JAY. Jay's Morning Exercises, 
G. SPRING. Tlie Power 01 the Pulpit, 
-----Teacher Taught, 
GORDON. In Christ, 
J. B. PEAKY. The Baptist Examined, 
BISHOP OF WINCHESTER. The Rocky Is-
lands, 
SWI~G. Tntths for To·day, 
, EO. McDONALD. The Miracles of Our Lord 
O. B. FROTHINGHAM. The Rising' and Settin~ 
Faith, 
EWER. Catholicity, Protestantism, and Roman. 
ism, 
POWELL. Powell on Sucession 
WALKER. Doctrine ofth. Hol~ Spirit, 
PICl'ET. Pictet's Theology, 
'BARRET f. The New Church, 
NEVINS. Nevins' Biblical Antiquities, 
CRITICUS' Three Heavenly Witnesses, 
THOS. A. DAVIES. Genesis Diodoaed, •. . w. 
T . S. ARTHUR. Steps towards Heaven, s. w. 
LOUIS J ACO LLIOT. Th~ llible in India, 
REV. II, C. ADAMS. Tales' upon Texts, 
TOWNSEND. The Supernatural Factor in Re-
vivals,5. 
Manfor<lc and Sweeney D"bate on Endless Pun-
ishment, 
DR. IVES. Trials of A Mind, 
PLUMER. Sermons for the People, s. 
A. HOVEY. Religion and the State, s . w. 
·REV. J. P. GULLIVER, D .D . Law and Pen .. l-
ties Endless .. s . w. 
ANDERSON. All Things PertaIning to Life, 
_____ Old Gems Reset, s. w. 
The Pope and the Council, 
ROBINSON'S Greek Harmony, 
ABBEY R . The City of God, Watchwords lor 
the . War·fare of Life from Dr. Martin Luther 
77 
1·'5 
2.00 
1.50 
1 .25 
3.00 
40 
50 
75 
50 
75 
50 
75 
75 , 
40 
40 
50 
SO 
75 
75 
75 
75 
40 
75 
Sci 
40 
40 
40 
50 
75 
50 
SO 
75 
So 
SO 
75 
7~ 
75 
50 
75 . 
60 , 
J · SO 
By the Author Schonberg Cotta FamIly, 2.00 1.00 
SPRAGUE. Devotional Thoughts of Emment . 
Divines, 
RQSSELL. What Jesus Says, 
SCIENTIFIO. 
LI EB IG'S Complete Works on Chern. 
ELDERHORST. Blow Pipe Analysis, 
MILL, John Stuart. Principles of Political 
Economy, 2 vols. each, 
BALMES, Rev. James. Fnndamental Philoso. 
phy, 
BAIRD, Spencer F . Annual Record of Science 
and Industry, 
BERNARDIN, James Henry . . Studles of Na-
Nature, I. w. 
ESPY'S Philosophy of Storms, s. w. 
SIR W. HAMILTON'S Leetllres sheep 
PLEASANTON, Gen. A . J. Blu;and Su~light." 
Inquire Within, Or 37"" Facts for 
the People, s . w. 
ROOT, M. A. The Camera and the Pencil. 
STALLO, J. B. Philosophy oeNature," w. 
STEW ART, Dugald. Philosophy oC the Hnman 
Mind, . 
ARLOT. Guide to Coach Painters, s . w. 
SPENCER, Herbert. Illustrations of Universal 
Progress, s. w . • 
SHERMAN, M. L , M. D. The Hollow Globe 
s. w. 
CHORLEY. Recent Art and Soci .. ty, s . w. 
BUTLER, Th~mas. The Atmospheric System 
' .00 1.00 
2 .00 . 1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.50 1.00 
1·50 75 
1.50 50 
1.50 50 
1.50 75 
3 .00 1.50 
as 
1.50 75 
1.50 50 
1·50 75 
1.50 75 
.1.50 75 
'.00 1.00 
50 
75 
Developed, r. 50 75 
100 BASCOM. Principles of Psychology. s. w. · '.00 
BRIGGS, Chas, F. and ·MAVERICK.· The Story 
of the Te\egrap~ and History of the Great 
Atlantic Cable, s . w: 
. HUMBOLDT. Cosmos-A Description oC the 
U n!~e.rse, s. w. . 
HODGE. ,,(hat is Darwinism; •. w. 
TUT'l'LE, Hudson. A!~rcana oC N.~oDS, 
, . 
' .00 
I·SO 
1·50 
1.00 
"·8 I , 
HISTORY, BIOGRAPHY AND TRA VBL8. 
REDUCBD 
PROM. TO. 
A. D . R ICH ARDSON.-Personal History of U. S. 
. Grant, s. h. sheep, '5.00 1.00 
MANSFIELD'S Life of General Bcott, 1.50 40 
INGERSOL;L.-:ttfe and Times ·of Horace Greely, 
n . 3.00 1.50 
JOHN S. JENKINS, LIves of the Govemon of 
N . Y. Out of print. . .00 net. 
RAYMON D, T he Life, Public Services, and State 
Papers of Abraham L incoh" sheep . 5.00 SO 
JAM ES P \ R TON, E minent Women of the Al:e, 300 1.00 ' 
H E" \) T EY'S, Life of Washington, 4.00 1.50' 
IRVING, Vol. " L ife of Washington, 50 
BOS\VELL' S J ohnson, s. w. ' ,SO 1.00 
"LOSSING' S E minent American., With IIlustra· 
tions, 3.00 1 ,00 
HAlIt ERSLY, Records of L iving Officers of U. S . 
Navy, . 400 1.75 
AUT H.OR of the L ite of Thackeray, Charles Dick-
ens, the Story of his Life, 1.50 65 
Queens of England. vols. 4 and 5. sheep, 75 c . net· 
Lives of the British Reformers. 1.75 75 
FRAN CIS WAY LAND, Memoir of Rev. Dr. Judson 75 
BRAITHWAITE , Life and Lette~ of the Rev. 
Will iam Pennefather, ' .50 .1,'5 
PALMER, Life and Letters ofL. L. Hamlin, D. D . ' .'5 1.00 
WAITEHEAD 'S L ife of Wesley, ' .00 75 
BURNETT TYLER, D . D ., Memoir ofNettieton,I .• s 50 
FROM ll is tory of Greece. 
The L ife of Soer .. tel, 30 c. aet. 
REV. F. A. TAYLOR, Kemoir ofO. A. Taylor, x.25 40 
PROF. J. A. BOYD, Lord Bacon's Lif" and 
Essays, with Boyd's Notes, 1 .50 1.00 
. i.. T. M OORE, L ife of Schuyler Colfax, 1.50 SO 
.UANSFI ELD , Lif. of U . B. Grant, 1.50. 7S 
L ife, Speeches and Public Services of President 
Johnson, . 1.00 SO 
BIGELOW ' S LileofCo1. Fremont, including His 
Explorations and Discoveries, s. 1.50 SO 
Life and Time. of Lord Brougham, written by 
Himself, vol. 2 , n . ..00 SO 
T he Book of Remarkable Characters, 1.50 SO 
SARAH M. BROWNSON, ·L ife of Demltliu. A. 
Gali tzin, 
CAPPE~'S Life of Grant, s. 
1.75 So 
I So . 75 
~, 2 G. P . FISHER, Lif. of Bel1.!.amin Sillman, 
vols ., 
AU!obiography of Joseph Bates, s. 
51- "'· .... .t!KS·S American Biography. vol. "", 
F ROST'S, Am~rican Merchants, 
BER: .. AR D, Life of Samuel Lover, s. 
S · OO 1 .00 
1 ,00 a5 
40 e. net. 
1.25 35 
'.'X> 75 
.A utobiollraphy of A Pioneer, 1.50 SO 
<;I.M.S, L ite 01 Caplain John Smith, / I.SO 50 
). .... OAME CAlli PAN, Mario;. Antoinette, 1.50 75 
·WALTEk POWELL, The Thorough -BusineSs 
· Yan, s. 
NOBLE, Lif. and Works ofT.homas Cole; 
kemoirs of the Life and T imes of Evelyn, 
Mc::nloirs ofT. Fowell Buxton, 
P~UT'ARCH'B Lives, sheep, 
So 
2.SO 60 
SO 
4.00 '.50 
AR TIBT BIOGRAPHIES.-By M . F. Sweetser, 
Allispn, T itian, Tumer, DUier, Landseer, Van ... 
Dyck , Raphael, nem braudt, R ey nolds, Claude 
Lorraine, Michael Angelo, Guido Reni. Leonar. 
do da Vinci, Fra Angelico, Murillo. Little 
classic sty,lc: , t8mo., p er vol. n . 
AUTOBIOGR'APHIES'-Choice Edited by Wm. 
D . H owells, Carlo Goldoni, Vittorio Alfieri, 
Frederica Wilhelmina Mar.c:-ravme of Baireuth, 
2 Tob., Jean Francois Marmontel, 2 vols" Ed-
50 3~ 
ward Gibbon, Lord Herbert of Cherbury, and 
Thomas Ellwood,Little Classic Style,per vol. n. 1.25 75 
ATKINIION , T . W ., E xploration. and adventures 
in Siberia, 12" 0, n. 1,75 1.00 
8ARTLETT, W . H ., History of the United Btates, 
• 3 vol • . , Royal, 8vo., Maps aDd Steel Engrav-
incs· . 18.00 1 •• 0. 
BKNGO_, Miss, MelDoirs of Mary Queen of ,. 
Scots. ' 1,7,5 1.00 
BRODRI'B8, Rev. W . J. aad :Besa.Dt Walter, 
Ct nstantinople. A Sketch of its History 
from its Foundation to its Conquest by the 
Turks in 1453; map. I2mo. - n . v.5<> ''''S 
- BURD~TT, Chari .. ; Ufc and Adventu .... or 
Kit Canon; .2m!». ' .75 . .... 
TheEdu~ational Weekly. [Number 167 
CAVPAN, Madam, Life of Marie Antoinette, 
with a Biographical Introduction by M. de 
Lamartine, 12mo. I ~7S 1.00 
CHAMBERS, R and W , Autoblgraphy and Me-
':"oin of. By Wm. Chambers. n. 1.50 7S 
DARLEY, Felix O. C. Sketches Abroad with 
Pen and Pencil, 12mo. D . 1 . 50 1.00 
DOYLE, J • .A. History of the Unitet! States. 
with Maps, by Prof; F. A. Walker. Edited 
by E . A. Freeman. n. 1.50 7S 
EPOCHS OF HISTORY, The Puritan ReY,," 
lution, 1603-1660, Gardener ; the War of 
American Independence 1775-1783,Ludl~w; 
the Fa ll of dre Stuacts, E . Hale: the Age of 
Anne, E. E . Morris ; the Age of Elizabeth, 
Creighton ; the Normans in Europe, A . H. 
Jonnson; the Early Plantagenets, Stubbs. 7 
vols .. 16mo, each. D. .. 
Per set. 
FIELD, Kate, Ten days in Spain, .8mo, n. 
FRANKLIN, Benjamlll, Autobi~graphy, 18mo. 
1 .00 _ SO 
7.00 3 0 0 
75 
75 So 
I2:mo. 1.00 75 
Life of, by PartoD, • vols. I2mo. 4.00 3.00 
If by 2: vols, J2mo. 
'heep. 6.00 3.50 
HARPER'S FAMILY LIBRARY, Dicks', 1m. 
provement of Society. 
Dicks', Celestial Scenery. 
Means and Ends. 
Cromwell-Russell's Life of, • vola. 
Perry' s Yoyacal' vola. 
Livy, 5 vols . . 
Potter' s Hand·Book. 
Titler's Universal History, 6 vols. 
HAMMOND, S. H ., Wild Northern Beenes, or 
8portiag Adventures. I,mo. 
HARTLEY, CECIL .B, Lile of Daniel Boone. 
HOUSTON, Gen. Sam., Life of; I2mo. n. 
HUNTING llcenes in the Wilds of Africa, 12 
mo. R . 
JACKSON, Gon; Thos. J. (StonewaU), Life of, 
By Randolph. I2mo. n. 
LE NORMAND, M. A . Historical and Secret 
Xemories of the Empres. Josephine. 12mo. n. 
LIVING!jTONE, David. Last Journal. avo. 
LEEDS' History of the United states. n. 
LYMAN, Gen. S . P., Public and Printe Life of 
Daniel Webster, with sketches and Letters, 
2: voh. in :l, 12mc. 
llACARTHUR, IIlrs., History of Scotland, Ed. 
ited by E. A. Freoman, 
MALCOM, Henry F. History of the War in In. 
dla. 12mo. 
MARKHAM, Mn. History of Encland. I2IDO. 
KORIER, Jam .. , LIfe and Adveatures of the 
Celebrated Oriental Traveler, Hajji Baba, u 
75 40 
75 4~ 
75 40 
1.50 75 
1.50 75 
3.75 ' .co 
7S 40 
4.50 2,'5 · 
1.75 1.00 
2 .00 1.00 
1.00 60 
1 . 75 1.00 
1.'5 80 
mo. 1.75 1,00 
NOLAN, E. H ., History of·the British Empire 
in India and the East, from the Earliest 
Times to the Suppress ion of the Sepoy Ku. 
tiny in 1859. 8vo.; Maps and Plates; 2 voh, 
Royal 8vo. 16.00 a.oo 
NAPOLEON AND HI~ CAMPAIGNS. 12 
mo. n. 
OLLIER, Edmund,History of the RuSso-Tur. 
kish War, 2: vols" large Bvo. . 8-00 5.00 
O'HALLORAN. Hi.tory of Ireland, '7 Bteel 
Engravines, 8 va. 
PARTON, Jame,. L ife of Thomas Jeffenon, 
Portrait, 8 YO. 
Ufe oi Aaron Burr, Portrait, s vol. 8vo. 
Life of Benjamin Franklin, Portraits . 
Famous Americans of Recent Times, avo. 
Book of Biography of Eminent Persons, avo. 
REED, Henry,Lectures on En(:lish History and 
Tragic Poetry as Illustrated by Shaak ... 
pcare, 16mo. 
Lectures OB the Britillo Poets, 16mo. 
Lectures on Enillilh Literature. 
RICE, Sara S. Edgar A. Poe., A Memorial Vol . 
ume, avo., Full Gilt. 
RICHARDSON,A. D . Garnered Sheaves, with 
a-Biographical Sketch by Abby Bage Rich.· 
ardson, 8vo. 
"ROLLIN, Charles, Ancient History of the 
EKYPtIana, ~n1""", Assyrians, etc., 2 
vela., av., 
, . 
8.00 5.00 
2.00 1.50 
4.00 3.00 
4.00 3.00 
2.00 r .50 
3 .00 2.00 
1·75 75 
1·75 75 
1·75 75 
'.5et 1.00 
6.110 4'00 
SCHMUCKER, Samuel M, L ife of Alexander 
Hamilton, nmo. 
L ife of Elisha ·Kent Kane. t 2mo. 
1.75 1.00 
1.75 1.00 
Life of George Wash ington , 12mo. 1.75 1 .00 
Life of Henry Clay J 12010. 1.75 1 .00 -
Life of Thomas JeffersoD, 12mo. 1.75 1,00 
SHIEL. Richard Lalor, S ketckes of the Iri sh 
Ba.r,2vols. 12mo. 3.00 1 .50 
SIMMS, W. Gilmore, John Smith and Poc.hon-
tas. 1.75 1.00 
STEPHENS, A. H., ' The War Between the . 
States, 2 vols., 8vo. 6.00 3,'5 
• I vo1., avo . 5 00 2 .50 ' 
- TAYLOR, Rev. James, Pictorial Hi.tory: of 
Scotland , 8vo. Fine Steel Eng ravings, 2 vols . 
I mperial8vo. 15.00 10.00 
TAYLOR, W. C ., Manual of Ancient and Mod-
ern H istory, 8vo. 3 00 2.25 
TAYLOR, W. C . Manu21 of Ancient H istory. '.00 1.25 
T HRILLING ADVENT URES in American 
.H istory. '·75 1.00 
TREVELYAN, George Otto. Life and Letters of 
Lord Macaulay, I vol. , 12mo. 1 .50 1 . 00 
TOMES, Robert, and Benjamin Smith. The 
Great Civil War. A History of the late Re. 
bellion. Illustrated with numerous hie:h1y fin· 
ished Steel Engravings , 3vols. 4to. '7.00 'S_ 
UPTON,Gen. E mory. Th~Armiesof Asia and 
Europe, emhracing O/lkial R eports; the Ar-
mies of Japan, China, India , P ersia, Italy, 
Russia, Austria, Germany, France and Eng .. 
land, with letters descriptive"!bf a journey 
from Japan to the Caucasus, A. D ., 1878. a 
vo. •• 00 1.50 
WIRT, Wm. Life of Pa trick H enry , 12mo. 1. 50 r.oo 
YONG, Miss, Landmarks of Ancient History, 
(shopworn,) "mo. I .S5 5<> 
M. A. THIERS, French Revelution . Vol. x and. 
in I vol. . 2·50 75 
FROUD'S History of England, vol. g and la, a vol. '.50 5<> 
HUME'S En!/and, 3 vols . a vol. 1.00 
BANCROFT'S History 01 the U.S ., 6 vols . '5.00 11.00 
MORGAN E . lJ~WLING, Southern Prisons, . ·50 75 
SOMERS, The Southern Bta tes since the war, ' .00 75 
W. S. CLAR·K , Illustrated History, '.50 .-
JOHN L. DENISON, Pictorial His tory of the New 
World, 4.00 2.00 
J : T. HEADLY, Grant and Sherman and Their 
Campaigns, 5.00 1·15 
TUTTLE, History of the Border Wars, 3.00 1·.S 
TUTTLE, H istory: of Michigan,sheep, 3." 1.00 
WINROOD READE, Savage Africa, 4.00 I.SO 
MARTIN HAVERTY, History oflreland, (An. 
cient and Modern), n. 3.SO 2·35 
BADEAU, Military.HistorY ofU.B. Grant, vol. 1,2.50 1.00 
S . GOODRICH, History 01 America, 4.00 I.SO 
FROBT'S Pictorial History of Indian Wars and 
Captives, 
JOHN S. C. ABBOTT, History of the Civil War 
in America, vol. I; 
ROBERTSON'S H istory of America, 
HEADL Y, The Great Rebellion, sheep, 
THOS. H. BENTON, Thirty Ycars in U . S. 
3.50 1.50 
1.50 75 
5,00 1·50 
2 .50 , 1.00 
Senate, vol. I ~ net 3.00 
BUCKLE, History of CiVIlization in England, 
TOL Ij 2.50 1 .00 
HENRY H. BROWNELL, The New World, 2.50 75 
CARRINGTON, Battles of the American Rev. 
olution, rio 6.00 3.00 
EMINENT LITERARY MEN, One Hundred 
Years' Progress of the U . B. 6.00 2.00 
DASSI:NG, Washington and the American Re· 
public, morocco, 3 vols. n. 15.00 I1.OO 
W. H. H. TERRELL, Indiana in the W:n, s . 3.00 1.00 
PARTON, General Butler in N. Orleans, ' .50 1.00 
FITZGERALD, Tho Great Canal at Suez, 2 vols . 
n . 7.50 4.00 
A. W. KINGLAKE, The · Innsion of Crimea, 
2 vols. s. each, 2.00 1 .00 
HUNTER, Annals' of Rural Benl:al, s, 3.00 1.00 
GUIZOT, History of Civilization, (4 vol • . ) vols. 
:I, 3 and 4, each 1·50 .(0 
HILDRETH, Japan as i( was and Is, 1.50 50 
EDWARD DICY, The Morning Land, . vols. I. 3.00 1·50 
DICKENS, A Child's History 01 England. 1.50 SO 
FISK'S Classical Antiqui ties, • . SO l.co 
MATHEW PARIS'S EIll:". History, 
ARTHUR GILMAN, Seven Hiltoric Aies, I.CI> 40, 
'. 
.......... ' 
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l'1l0ST, Historical o>i1ections of All Nations, 
DR. JOHN B.ELLlS, Sights and Secrets of Nat-
lonal Capi tol, 
SAMUEL MAUNDER, History of the World,2 
vols. 6.00 ' .00 
VICTOR UGO, The Rhine, s. 1·75 7 
ORVILLIE J. BLISS, Three Months in the Ori-
_ 1$ ~ 
MME. LE VERT, Souvenirs 01 Travel,. vols. e, 1.50 40 
MARY CONE, Two Years in California, 1.50 So 
H. B. STOWE, Sunny . Memories of Foreign 
Lands, 1·50 50 
JOHN LEWIS PEYTON, Over the Alleghanies 
and Across the Prairies, s. 1 .50 SO 
FITCH W. TAYLOR, The Flag Ship, • voIs. 
~c~ I .~ ~ 
ANTHONY TROLLOPE, The Welt Indies 
and the Spanish Main, s. 1.50 75 
BAYARD T AYLOR, Journey to Cen'ral Africa, 1.50 40 
F. GERSTA ECKER, A J ourney Around the 
World, J .50 50 
MARK TWAIN, Innoc~nts Abroad, 3.00 1.' 5 
PETER PARLEY, Balloo .. Travels ' n Europe, s . 1.50 75 
FREDERICK WHYMPER, Travels in Alaska 
and on the Yukon, 2 . 00 75 
Ben Beverly at the Great ExpositioD. D. 2.50 1 .00 
EDMUND KIRK, Adrift in Dixie, s. 1.50 50 
Travels by A Doctor of Physic, s. 1.50 50 
LUIGI MONTI, The Adventures of an Ameri-
can Consul Abroad, n . 1.50 .60 
SAMUEL WOODWORTH COZZENS, The 
MarvelOUS Country, 3.00 1.00 
JOJl(N B. IRELAND; From Wall Street to 
Cashmere, . 4.00 1.50 
ELISHA KENT KANE, Arctic Explorations, 
vol. I, 2.50 SO 
CLMENTS R. MARKHAM, The Abysi nian 
Expedition, !. 2 .50 1 .00 
HENRY COPPEE, Grant and His Campaigns 3.00 1.50 
D . C. LIVINGSTON, Narative of an Expedi-
tion to the Zambesi, 5.00 2 .5 0 
PAUL B. DU CHAILLU, A Journey to Ashan-
K" Land-Penetration into Equatorial AiriCool. -5.00 '· ' 5 
POETRY. 
AL-DINE EDITION Stondard Poets. Burns, 2 
vols; CampbeH. 1 vol: Gray, 1 vol; Heber, 1 
v~l; H ood, 3 vol, : Keats, I vol: Keble'5 
Christian Year, 1 vol; Scott, 3 vols.. ; Macau· 
lay's Lays, I vol: Shelley, 3 vols.; Mother-
well, 1 "01. 
Per volume. 1 .00 60 
AYTOUN, M. E . Lays of the Scottish C.vali~rs 
and other Poems, I2mo. 1 .00 60 
- BAILEY, Phillip James. Feslus, 16mo. 
BROWNING, Mrs . Poems, Florence Edition, 
1.00 
Red Line. 1·75 1.'5 
BRO W'NING, Ro bert . P.cchiarotto, I.mo 1.50 SO 
The Ring ami the Book, "mo. 1.50 So 
The Inn Album, I.mo. ' 1.50 So 
Red Cotton Night-t ap Country, I.mo. 1.50 50 
Ballustion's Adve~ture, I2mo. 1"50 SO 
Sordello, Strafford, etc., J2mo. 1.50 SO 
Dramatis Person;e, 12m\). I' 50 50 
Aristophanes' Apology, limo. I·to So 
BRYANT, W . C. Little People of the Snow, 8vo. 5_00 ' ,'5 
1."hanatop~is, illustrated, 8vo. 2 .50 1·50 
BUTLER, Samuel. Hudibras, I.mo. 1.00 60 
BURNS, Robert. Chandos Edition. 80 60 
R ed Line, full gilt. 1.50 85 
Library, lC'atber, 8vo. 3.50 :a.oo 
BYRON , Lord. Chandos Classic. 1.00 80 
Red Line. 1.50 - 85 
Arundel, fuII gilt, I.mo. ' .50 1·'5 
Library, leather, 8vo. 3·50 ' .00 
full morrocco, 8vo. 12.00 7.50 
CAMBELL, Thomas. Poems, Chandos 
Ed., "mo. 
CRHisTMASTIDE. A Holiday Volume, Com-
pnsing the River Path, The Ro~e,Rxcelsior . 
and Baby Bill. Numerous Illustrations. Full 
Gilt,8vo. 
CHAUCER. C;;eoffery. Ca;'terbury Tales, Red 
Line. 
Same, Complete Poems. avo. 
€OOK, Eliza. Poems. 
Same, Poems, R ed Line. 
C~NCH, C . P. The Bird and the Bell, I6mo. 
1.00 60 
5.00 · ·' 5 
1.50 85 
4.50 3. 2 5 
1.00 60 
I.SO 85 . 
2.00 . 50 
DANTE Alighierl, Translated by Cary" I6mo. 
Same, Translated by Cary. Halt Calf. 
DODD, Rev. Wm. Beauties of Shakespeare. 
FUGITIVE Poetry. 1600'1818, I.mo. 
GLEANINGS from the Poets; Red Line: 
GLEANINGS from the Sacred Poets; Red Llde. 
GOETHE. West-Ea,terly Divan, I8mo. 
GOLDSMITH, Oliver. Poem. and Vicar of 
Wakefield, I2mo. 
R ed Line. 
HANDY VOLUME EDITION Standard Poets. 
Elizabeth Barrett Browning, ... vols.; Life, 
L ettt;.rs, ::J.nd Essays, :% vots.; Earlier Poems, 
I vol. ; Aurora Leigh, I vol.; Bailey's Festus, 
I vol.; Campbell , I YOl. ; Gray, -, vol.; Hood 
(Thos.), 3 vols.; Keats I voL: Keble' s Chris-
tian Year, 1 vol.; Macaulay'S Lays,1 yol. : 
Motherwell's Poems, I vol.; Shelley, 2 vols .; 
square, 16mo., red edges, per s·et . 
HARTE, Bre t,Echoes from the Foot Hills,lOme 
HUMOROUS Poems. 
H EMANS,_ Mrs. Poems; Red ·Line. 
Nimmo's Edition. . • 
HERBERT, George. Poems. Red Line, 
Chandos. 
HOMER. liad; Pope's Translation. 
Odyssey. 
Iliad and Odyssey. 
HOOD, Thomas. Poems; Red Line. 
(] ame. Miller) 
KEATS, John. Pooms. Lansdowne EdItion. 
KALEV ALA. Selection. Irom, transla ted by 
Prof. Joh .. A. Porter. 
LATHROP. George Parsons. Rose and Root-
tree. with fronspiece by John Le Fa1ll:e,I6 
mo. 
HOLLAND, Christ and The Twelve, s. . 
POETRY OF THE WOODS. Passages from 
the Poet! Descriptive cf Forest Scenes, s. 
FELICIA HEHANS, Songs of the Affections, s. 
OSBORN, Silver Head, s. 
THOMAS CLARKi:, The Two Ang~, s. 
JEAN INGELOW, The Shepherd Lady, s. 
BEN]. F. '1,'AYLOR, Songs of Yesterday, n 
TENNYSON, Idyls of The King, gilt, 
ALONZO D . CADWALLADER, The Past, 
The P resent and Future, $ . 
Prince Eblis, I. 
Pu.riton, I . 
TUPPER'S Proverbial Philosophy and Th,?uI-
and Lines,s. 
THOMPSON'S Seasons, 
KATE HARRINGTON, Centennial and Other 
Poems . s. 
MILTO,N'8 Poetical Works; with a L,r. of the 
AUlhor. Cleavland Ed. 
SCOTT'S P oetical Works, 
1.00 
' ·75 
1.00 
1.00 
1.50 
1·50 
J .25 
80 
1.50 
1.25 
1.50 
1.00 
1.50 
' . 00 
J·5° 
80 
1.00 
1.00 
1·75 
1.50 
4.00 
1.50 
1.50 
60 
2.00 
60 
60 
85 
85 
60 
60 
85 
15 
So 
70 
85 
1 .25 
85 
60 
60 
60 
1.25 
1 . 00 
0 .00 
85 
1.00 
1.50 So 
3.00 1··5 
1·75 So 
1.75 1.00 
1.50 So 
1·50 So 
2,00 1.00 
3.00 1.60 
5 .00 1.00 
1.50 
'.50 
75 
75 
So 
So ' 
J .OO 
H . C. FOSTER, An Excursion Among the Poets, SO 
35 
net. 
TUPPER'S Complete Poetical Works, 
CRABBE'S Poetical Works, gilt, I . 
SHAKESPEARE'S Poetical Works, 
HOWITT, Cook and La.don, 
JOHN TOD.q, K irke White' s Poetical Works, 
~It, 
WM . P . JONES, Stone Idol, 
WHITTIER. Sn >w-Bonnd, 
InWar T imes, s. ' 
The Tent on the Beach, 
LONGFELLOW, Evangeline, 
The C:ourtship of Miles Standish, 
H . N , Songs for the Sorrowing, •• 
Saint Abe and H.is Seven Wives, s. 
CAROLINE M . CONGDON, Guardian Angel, 
1,50 
'.00 
I ·OS 
1.'5 
J.as 
1.25 
J .2$ . 
1.00 
R. H . STODDARD, The Book of the East, • . 1'50 
OSGOOD E. -FULLER, The Year orChr;'t in 
SODI!:. s" 1.' 5 
J . C. HEYWOOD, Antonius, s . uS 
Heroines of Poetry,' - 5 .00 
ROBERT BROWNING, Red Cotton Night ·Cap 
. Country, 
CHRISTIANA ROSSETTI'S Poems, s. 
ALDRICH, Cloth of Gold, 
STEDMAN, Hawthorn and Other Poem., 
MISS JANE RASEBOOM'S Poems, 
1.50 
1·75 
1.00 
LONGFELLOW, The New EDg. Traaedies, s. ....5 
THOS. BUCHANAN RUD, Sylvia, I. 40 
GEonGE H. BOK:EIt, PMma of the Wu, .. 
So 
1.0 0 
50 
50 
75 
75 
75 
75 
6S 
~S 
so 
net 
-SO 
THOS. L. HARRIS, A Lyric of the MomlDg 
Land, s. 1.50 30 
HEMANS' Poetical Works, vol. " I.~ 4" 
ROBE RT BROWNI NG , Sordell0 Stratford 
etc . s. 
AM ERICAN POETS, Lyra Americana, s. 
MARY ELLE N ATKINSON, I vy Leaves, s. 
T . PER CY J ONES. Finn il1 ian, s. 
P R IOR . s. 
CHAUCER, s . 
COWPE R , s. 
FALCONE R, s. 
PERNELL. s. 
COLLINS, s. 
SH AKSPEAR E, • 
BEATTIE, s. 
DRYDE N,s. 
LE IGHTON, At the Collrt of K ing Edward, s. 
J . G. SAXE, s. 
CHAS. HEAVVSEGE, Sau1. 
W M. MOll RI S, T he Eartllly Paradise, s. 
MOORE'S Lalla Rookh • 
TAYLOR, Old Time Pi~ I;:res , s. 
MISS MUHLOCK'S P oems, 
SIR WAL'l' ER SCOTT ;~~i~~' 3 vols: an old Ed. for Ihe set, 
SWIFT, 
LAMB, 
HOOD, 
WM. MORRIS, The Earthly Pa radise, 3 vols. 
each, 
OPOL, Empty Shell, 
Lilliput Levee, 
MISCELLANEOUS. 
R. M. BASHFORD, The Legislative Manual, 
CUSAING'S Manual, 
ROBERT'S Rules of Order, 
The Century of Independence, s . 
F40\\'CETT, Hand Book of Finance, s. 
JEF~'ERSON'S Manual, 
GASPARIN, America Before Europe, s. 
Key Notes of American Liberty, s. 
CUSHING, Tho Treaty of Washington, 
BROWNE, The Manual of Government s 
FLAN DERS' Constitution ofth. U . S . ~ .. 
SMITH, Grain for the Grangers, s. 
EDWARD WINSLOW MARTIN, H I"tbry of 
1.$0 So 
1.50 So 
1.00 '40 
25 net. 
1 .00 SO 
1.00 So 
1 .00 SO 
1,00 50 
1.00 ~ 
1.00 ~o 
1.00 SO 
J,eY.) 50 
1 .00 50 
1.00 40 
r.'S 75'· 
1·50 SO 
1.50 50 
1·50 15 
1 ,00 SO 
1·'5 40 . 
So 
1.00 
80 
%.35 
J,25 
1" 5 
I So 75 
2 50 1 .25 
1 .00 ~ s~ 
I·cr 70 
75 55 
' .00 75 
200 1 .00 
1.00 " 40 
1· 73 75 
1·' 5 ~ 
2 00 1 00 .... 
'-So -· 75 
1·50 50 
1·50 15 
the Grange Movement, 2 .50 1 .00 t -
DETOCQVE VI LLE, Ameri : all Institutions, s. 
SIR S. MORTON P ETO, R esourses and Pros. 
pects of Amenca, 5. 
W. HICKEY, The Constitution or America, 
DAVID N.. CAMP, The A merican Year Book 
and Nati on<li R egister, 18&), s. 
J . E . CAIR NES, The Slave P ower, s. 
D . C . CLOUD, Monopolies and the P eople , 
CURTIS,_ H b tory of the Constitution of the U . 
S., Vol. ·I , s . 
CHITTENDEN, Debat .. and ProceedLDgi of 
the Peace Convention of 1851, s. -
MARY L. BOO'£H, The Upris!ng of A Great 
People, 
LEVE R SON, Common Sense or First Steps in 
P olitical Economy, 
WM. ] AV, R eview or the ~Iexica n W ar;, 
SEWELL, The O rdeal of Free Ldbor in British 
W.I. s. 
FR ED GJi.RH i\R D, Ill iRoi.s ItS ft Is, 
NORDHO FF, Politics for Y<\ung Americans, 
S . V. BLAKESLEE, Arohology, 
CRAS. R . BROW N, nrown's GovernlDent of 
Ohio, 
WRIGHT, Chicago, the Pa't and Future, 
SHEPARD, History of8t. Louis, - , 
The A merican Cook Book; 
MISS T. SHUT E, The A meric.n House Wile, ' 
COOLEY, Cyclopaedia of Practi cal R eceIpts, s . 
W. A. HENDERSO~, Common Sense In tllc 
K itchen, 
THOMAS DE VOE. :rhe ~rad<et Asststant, s. 
HydropathiC Cook Book -
So net 
So net. 
' .00 75 
3.00 1 .00 
5.cO 1.50 
.-
TOO 40 
I 00 ~o 
1· 50 50 
1·50 So 
l5 
SO net. 
15 . net 
SO 11et. 
75 
~ 
2 .50 1 .00 
I S~ 80 
' .00 ,' .bo 
MRS. HALL'S N ew H ousehold R eceipt Book, 1.5'1' 
C. E . BUCHER. W arne's Model Cookery. 75 
H . B. STOWE, Principll:s of Do mestic Science •• • • .00 
MRs. CORNELIUS, . Younl!: HO'useIteooer'i 
50 
50 
So 
75 
Friend, •• 7S 
'. 
80 
WINWOOD READE, The Martyrdom of Man, 3.00 1.50 
I TIMOTHY BUNKER, The Tim Bunker Pa· 
. pers on Yankee Farming, 1.75 85 
HUGH CLARK, An Introduction to Heraldry, 
Illustrated, 1.75 85 
~ HAr:i.OCK, The Fishing Tourist Angler'sguid., 
A Reference Book. 
EUGENE R1M14EL, The Book of Perfumes, 
illus trated, 1.75 1.00 
HEPWORTH DIXON, Free Russia, ',00 1.00 
LONGFE LLOW, H. W. Excelsior, full gilt, i1. 
lustrated, square, 16mo. 1.50 7S 
Building of the !'hip, iIIustratod, red hne edi· 
.• tion, full gilt, small 4to. 3.00 1.'5 
Same, larger. 2 .00 1 ,20 
H anging tb.e Crane, iIIustrl.ted, 16mo. 1.50 75 
MACAULAY, Lord. Lays of Ancient Rome, I. 
mo. 
' MILLER, Joaquin. Ship in the Desert, 16mo. 
MILTON, John, Poems, Red Line, 
Poems, Library Edition 8vo, Leather. 
Poems, Chandos Edition. 
MOORE, Thomas. Irish Melodies, 16mo, (shop· 
worn). 
Poems, Library Edition 8vo, leather. 
Poems, Red Line, 
PIATT, Mrs. A Woman's Poems, I. mo. 
Voyage to the Fortunate Isles. 
That New World . 
ROBERTS. John S. The Legendary Ballads of 
England and Scotland, (compiled), 16mo. 
SCOTT, Sir Walter. Poem ' . Osgood's R ed Line 
Ed'tion, (shop. worn). 
Red Line. 
Chandos Edition, ' ~ vols" 12mo. 
8vo , le"a ther. 
SHELLY, Percy ~ysshe. Poetical Works, 
Line. 
SHAKESPEARE. Red Line, Gilt. 
Arundel Edition, Gill, large. 
Globe Ed,tion. 
Red 
1.00 
1.50 
1 · 50 
3.50 
1.00 
1.25 
3.50 
1 . 5 0 
1 ' 5 0 
1.50 
1.50 
2·50 
1.50 
1.00 
3.50 
1 ·50 
1·50 
60 
so 
85 
2.00 
60 
So 
2.00 
85 
50 
So 
So 
7S 
J.OO 
85 
60 
2.00 
1 ·50 
Library, Leather 8vo. 3.50 
STOWE, Harriet Beecher. Religious Poems, 12 
85 
85 
'.50 
1.00 
2 .01) 
mo. 
TENNYSON, A. Queen Mary, cloth 
Locl(sley Hall, illustra ted, n ed Line , full gilt, 
small4to• 
Poems, complete, Laurel Ed. 
12mo, gilt stamp. 
Red Line Edition. 
Arundel Edition. 
TREASURE TROVE. Illustrations by S. Ey. 
ti~ge, engrav~d by A. V. S. Anthony, Red 
.. Ltne, sma1l4to. 
VIRGIL. Translated by Dryden. 
WHITTIER, J. G . Among the Hills, 16mo. 
Mobel'Martin, III ., 16mo 
~ opocco, 8vo. 
WHITE. Henrv Kirk. Poems, Red Line. 
WIN'.n:n POEMS. Profusely Illustrated, 8vo. 
WORDSWORTH, Wm. Poems, R;dLine. 
Li...brary Edition, leather, 8vo. 
WATSON, J. W . Beautiful Sno~, 8 vo. 
FICTION. 
' SIR WALTER SCOTT. Waverly Novels. Tlie 
Bride or L.mmermoor; The Betrothed. 
MRS. RADCLIFF. Mysteries ofUdolpho, Cot. 
, ' tage Library, 
Large. l 
EUGENE SUE. The Wandering Jew. 
SAM'L RICHARDSON. Pamela or Virtue Re-
warded'. 
MISS BURNEY. Evelina. 
DICKENS Cbas. Little DorM. 
Elick~ns' Works '(Globe 4 in I). 
Little Dorrii (Large Edition). 
G. P. LA~MORE. Somebody Else. 
MA~RYATT, Capraln. Kings Own. 
1 acob F,aithlul. 
Japhet 1,, 'Search of a Father .• 
-----'Tal~ from B("ckwood. 
. Records from the Babbleton Parish. 
MAklA McINTOSH. , Charms and Counler 
Charms. 
• Violet, or The Cross and The Crowl!. 
RACHEL CAREW. Taniled. 
JIUGH DaNORM~ND. The Bri g and Capttve 
or Gipsy Queen. 
.' 
2.00 SO 
75 30 
,300 1.25 
7~ So 
1.00 65 
1.50 85 
2.50 1.25 
rl.OO 1 .('1() 
1.00 60 
1.50 so 
1·50 75 
9.00 4·50 
1.50 . 85 
5.00' 2.25 
1.50 85 
3·50 ' .00 
2.00 1 .00 
50 '5 
So ' 5 
so '5 
So '5 
75 , ,,0 
1.25 SO 
1 .00 30 
1.00 30 
1.00 30 
1 .00 135 
J.So ,,0 
Jfhe Educational ~eekly .. [Number 16 · 
HABERTON, John. Brief Honors. 1.00 
The Jericho Road . t .OO 
EGGLESTON, Edward. The Hoosier School· 
master. 1 .50 
WINTHROP Theodore. Cecil Dreeme. 1.50 
That Husband of Mine. 1.00 
COOPER J. Fennimore. The Two Admirals. 1.00 
FULLER V. Mltta. Fa.hionable Dissipa'tions. 1.50. 
WELLMONT Emma. Uncle Sam's Palace. 1.50 
KINGSTON, Wm. H.:Digby Hea thcote . 1.50 
Lizzie Leigh. 1.00 
PALGRAVE, W.G. HermannAgha. 1.00 
Eleanor's Victory. I_SO 
E. C. A. Geraldine, A T ale of Conscience. 1.25 
LYTTON, SIR. Edw. B. Pilgrims of the Rhine. 1.50 
Wooing and Wa rring. 1 . 50 
KIRK. Chas. D. The Old flelm ·; t 2 vols. Each 1.50 
Blonde& Brunette. 1.50 
Centeola. 1.50 
READE, Cbas. The Wandering Heir. 1.25. 
Haunted Hearts. J .50 
HOWE A Mary. The Merchant Mecha nic. 1.50 
Home. 1.25 
FOLIO. Fred. Lucy Boston. 1.50 
The Heroine of Fa ith, Theodosia. I. SO 
McCONNELL, J. L. The G1ums. 1.25 
Life in America. 1.50 
SAVAGE, M. W. Lights and Shades of Real 
Life. 1.50 
FAXTON, E. Herman, or Young Knighthood. 
2 vols. ,. . 1 . 50 
TEi\! PLETON, Timothy. The Adventures of 
My Cousin Smooth. 1" 5 
WARD, MISS Caroline. Marco Viscouti .• vols. 
Each 1.'5 
KAVANAUGH, JulIa. Grace Lee. 1.50 
GRANDFATHER GREENWAY, Ravellings 
from the Web of Life. 1.50 
LONG, LADY CATHARINE Sir Rohan's Ghost 1.50 
Sir Rola nd Ashton. 2 vols. EilCh 1.25 
BAYARD TAYLOR. John Godfreys Fortunes. 1.50 
JEREMY LOUD. Gabriel Vane. I .SO 
GORE, Mrs. The Dean's Daughter. 1.50 
The Emerald. 1 .25 
VICTOR Mrs. M. V. The Unionis t's Daughter. 1.25 
Myself and My Relatives. 1.50 
' The Gayworthys. 1.50 
·MUHLBACH. Henry Ihe Eighth and h is Court. 2.00 
Frederick the Great and his Court. 2.00 
The Daisy Chain. 2·vols. E ach 1.50 
SEBASMITH. Jack Downings Yankee Stories. 150 
CABALLERO. Elia. 1.50 
STOWE, Mrs. H. B. My Wife and L 
. Dred,. vats. Each 
FRANZ DINGELSTEDT. Tbe Amazon. 
McDONALD. Wi.lfred Cumbermede. 
Phantastes. 
CURTIS, Geo. W. Prue and L 
ALESSAN ORO MANZONI. The Betrothed . 2 
vols. Each 1.50 
GASKELL, M .. . Right at Last. 1.50 
WHITNEY, Mrs. A. D. T. Patience Strong's 
Outings. 1.50 
MISS E . D . E. N. SOUTHW.ORTH. A Noble 
LOra. 
Transl.ated from the French'. A Pilgrimage of 
Grace. . s. 2'00 
SAINTIM, X. B. Picceola. s 1.25 
GUERNSEY, Clara F. A Spirit in Prison. s I.25 
ERICKSON, D. S. Becs and Hornets . 1.25 
PRESTON, H arr;e t. W. Aspendale, 1.25 
-----Cherry and Violet. I.CO 
DlCKENS, Chas. Edwin Drood and His tory of 
England·. I vol. 
Christ Storks . 
Ame rican Nates, and Uncommercial Traveler 
I vor. 
H rt rd Times, Gr .. at Expectations. I vol. 
FROM the F,ench of Erckman·Ch;'tlian. 
Waterton. 
The Blockade. 
TJte Conscript. 
Madam Therese. 
The Plebiscite. 
READE, Charles.' Peg Woffing~on . 
Love Me Little, Love Me Long 
The ClOister a~d' the Hearth. ' 
A Simpleton. 
1.2 5 
1.25 
1. 2 5 
r .OO 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
A Terrible Tempt,atlon. 
. " 1.00 
'. 
, , 
35 Very Hard Cash. 1.00 60 
So 
75 
75 
75 
90 
SO 
So 
65 
50 
35 ELLIOT, George. Adam Bede. sw 1.50 
1.50 
So 
Sans Mercl . 
Guy Livingston. 1.50 
So Anteros. 1.50 
35 ALDRICH, Thomas Baily. PrudencePalfrey. 1.50 
35 ' HARBERT Eliz. BoyntoR, Out of H er Sphere. 81.00 
NELLY MARSHALL McAFEE. As By Fire. s I.25 So 
35 
25 
35 
So 
35 
50 
50 
40 
40 
40 
P 
So 
So 
30 
So 
So 
40 
30 
So 
50 
35 
35 
So 
R0 SE PORTER. Uplands and Lowlands. s. . 1.25 
WISTER, A. L . Mrs. Gold Elsie. • I.25 
PHILLIMORE, Catherine Mary. The Kings 
Namesake. 1.25 so 
MULOCH, Miss. John Halifax, Gentleman. 1.50 So , 
A Noble Life. 
MELVILLE, Herman . Pierre or Ambiguities' 1.75 So 
HARTMAN, Maurice. The Last Days of a King 1.50 50 
----The Sable Cloud. s. 1.25 40 
L ESLIE, Mrs. Madelin . Revelations of a Physi· 
cians Wife. s 1.50 So. 
K+'lALCHBALL--HUGESSEN, Rt. Hon. E. H. 
M . P. Queer-Folk. 1.75 So 
FREEMAN, Mr;. M. A. Somebody's Ned. .4' 
NASBY. Swingin Round the Cirkle. 1.50 75 
HARTE, Mrs. Bret.- Skaggs' Husbands. 1.50 50 
M. F. Marion. I.25 65 
EGGLESTON, George Cary. A Man of Honor . 1·5> 9 > 
CONE, Mary. Two Years in Califoania. 1.50 5 ' 
CLAGETT, Sue. Harry H er Lovers . 1.50 5 > 
SADLER, S. W. Tne ShIp of Ice. S 1.75 85 
STIMESTELL, Emily. Under the Stork's Nest. s 1.25 · 65 
F IELDING, Henry, A History of Tom Joncs . I.5' 9 0 
SADLIER Mrs. J. Confederate Chieftains. 1.50 SO 
PELETAN, Eugene. The Pas tor of the Desert. 1.50 75 
STJ;:RNE, Lawrence. Tristra in Shandy, r,50 90 
HOFFMAN, Mary J The Orphan Sisters. s 1·5" s o 
AUERBACH, Berthold. Waldfried. ' .00 1.'0 
.----The Rain·bow Creed. 1.50 5 I 
40 LIE, Jonas. The Pilot and his Wife. 1.50 5 , 
40 The Barque Fulure. s I 00 50 
40 DeFORES:r , J. W . MissRavener s Conve«iln . 1.5l 40 
So HARTWELL,Mary. A Woman in Armor. 
50 VERN, Jules. F rom the Earth to the Moon. s 1.50 So 
So - ·---Swiss Family R oblDson. 8S 
35 GIRARDIN, J . Adventures of Johnny I rons ides . 1·75 75 
35 PORTER, Mi.ss Jane. The Scottish ChiefS. 
40 . Arabi.n Nights. (Illustrated) 85 
50 
'50 SWIFT, Dean. Gulliver's Travels. 
75 ----Robinson Cruso. 
40 
85 
85 
40 ELLIOT, George. M IScellany, 3 vols in one. 1.00 
40 JULES VERNE'S Mysterious Island. 1.50 So 
.40 KEON, Miles Gerald. Dion and the SIbyls. 
, COLLINS, Wilkie. Malll nd Wif~. 1.50 
so, . Acmadale. 2'00 
50 
65 
So 
So 
5" 
so 
60 
75 
75 
75 
75 
s o 
So 
~ 
65 
35 MULOCK, M iss. ThelWoman's K ingdom. 1.50 
So DeMILLE, James. The American Baron. 1.50 
So The Lady of the lee 1 .5~ 
40 CRAVEN, Madame. A . Fleurange. ISO 
DUMAS, ·Alexander. The MemOirS ot a t'~ysician 1 .5~ 
So MUHLBACH, Louisa. Andleas Hofer. 2.00 
so Annie ~ eUis, or The Life of a n~ok Agent. '.00 
So 
60 
so 
65 
65 
5~ 
So 
75 
75 
75 
75 
· 65 
65 
65 
65 
65 
60 
60 
60 
60 
60 
,'. 
B RAECHVOGEL. Beaumarchais. 2.00 
MUNDT, Theodore. Count Mirabeau. 
KERR, Orpheus C. Smoked Glass. 
The Orphus C Kerr Papers, 
I 2nd series. 
BARTON, Kate C. Clotilds, 
AGRICULTUltE. 
SLOAN'S Complete Farrier and Cattle Doctor, 
JENNINGS . Sheep, Swine and Poultry, shelf 
THOMAS. The American Fruit Culturist, 
J . C. MORTON. The Farmer's Calendar, 
H . HARASZTHY. Grape Culture, Wines and 
Wine M:...king, shelf, I 
W. C. BRUNSON. Porcitis or Hog Cholera. 
WRIGHT· The Practical Poultry Keeper, 
The American Gardner's As istant, 
FULLER. The Grape C~lturist, 
McCLURE. Gentlemen's Stable Guide, shelf, 
DARLINGTON. American Weeds and Useful 
200 
1.50 
I So 
1 . 5 0 
1·50. 
2.CO 75 
2.00 75 
2 .50 1.25 
3.00 1.0:> 
5 .00 2.00 
1.50 75 
2 ,00 50 
1.50 50 \ 
].00 50 
Plants, shelf, 1.75 So 
All abuve are new unless otherwise designattd. 
SPl cial d,sccunls on large ordt r, . F.lr single copies 
ordered by mail they shOUld contain added postage' 
as prices are net. C,~M BARNES, 
63 ~ 65 WaHl"ington Street, Cl"icag,o. 
